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The subject of this thesi.s is "Joseph Conrad's Nostromo: An Investi-

gation of Settled Convictions." The study is devoted to Conrad's idea 

that inability to live up to one's settled convictions, the convictions 

which cause a person to surrender to the incorrigible and ironical ne-

.cessity of the 'idea, 1 causes an i.rreversible dehumanization. In his 

Introduction to the Nodern Library Edition of Nostromo (1951), Robert 

Penn Warren analyzes the various levels of character in the Conradian 

scheme and then illustrates Conrad's idea that to surrender to the 'idea' 

is the only fate and tri.umph that man has. Conversely, the thesis shows 

that inability to stand by one's idea (settled conviction) causes an 

irreversible dehumanization. 

The thesis is arranged into .four chapters with an introduction. The 

i.ntroduction explains SOI)le of Conrad's beliefs as he reveals them in the 

<mrks .- Chapter One is devoted to the novel as a whole and to what the 

representative critics, including Conrad himself, say about the novel. The 

first critic considered is Conrad himself. His attitude toward the book 

and his reaction to public opini.on about the book are considered. The second 

e;roup of the critic:; includes Robert Penn Harren and Albert Guerard. The 

t>Io of them agree >lith Conrad on why man should live up to the idea (settled 

conviction) >Ihich he has set up .for himself. Ho;rever, thP.y do not see ho>1 

irreversj_ble dehumani.zation might come if t.he character .fails to keep his 

conviction. 
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The third ~roup of the critics incl ude J oseph Harren Beach, Gustave 

Jviorf , R. L. 1-le::;roz and F. R. l Pavis . In ny opi ni on, they fail t o see 

what Conrad's characters call t heir settl ed convictions. They are look-

ing f or "ideal" pur:;ose . I devi ate from their point of viev; by illustra-

ting that whatever one believes in doing is his "ideal" puq;ose and that 

settin~ standards f or 0thers t o l ive by is absolutely contrary to Conrad's 

viei• of life. 

The Seccnd Chapter is devot ed to explaining the settled convictions 

of the major five char acters . This is done Hi thin the context of the novel. 

The aspirations of the characters to live up to their convi ctions are treated 

in this chapter. The Third Chapter explains the · result of certain char-

acters abilities to s tand up to the or deals of their convictions. It also 

e}.--plains the res.ul t of certain char acter s ' inabilities t o adhere t o their 

convict i ons. 

The last chapter is a f or m of conclusion . The thesis illust r ates that 

once a person establ i shes a ccnviction , he should stay by that conviction. 

If he r epudiates his conviction , the consequence would be that of irreversible 

dehumanization--the tot al sum of loss o:f conscience or a complete annihilation. 
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U!THOIJ'jC TI ON 

Among the various novels of Joseph Conrad, Nostr~, because it 

includes so many of Conrad's central ideas, can be appro!'riately singled 

out as the subject of this stud_y. The ,urpose of the study is to in-

vestigate Conrad's ic:)ea that inability to live up to one's settled con-

victions, the convictions which cause a person to surrender to the in-

. corrigible and ironical necessity of the "idea" causes an irre•rersible 

dehumanization. 

Fame i.n any phasP. of life is never achieved on the platform of 

gold. From M.me immemorial man has been struggling to be popularly 

known in any endeavor that he attempts. Is this struggle an outgrowth 

of ambitions? I think it i.s. I'his ambitj_ous struggle preoccupied 

Joseph Conrad in his artistic creations as evj_denced by his statement: 

I think that all ambitions are lawful except those which 
climb up;mrd on the miseries or creduli ties of mankind. 
All intellectual and artistic ambitions are permissible, 
up to and even bJ'yond the limit of prudent, sanity.- They 
can hurt no one.·· 

Joseph Conrad's artistic amhiti.orqpade him a renotmed .literary 

man. During the past t1-1o decades after the publication of Nost~ 

(190L), Conrad's popularity has shone more than that. of any other English 

writer. Nany of his other 1-1orks, Lord Jim, The Secret Agent, Heart of 

Darkness, i'ligge·r of the Narcissus have all been receiving more academic 

explorations .from scholars. .Surprisi.ngly, scholars seem to be dancing 

1Joseph_ Conrad, A Personal Record (Ne;v York: Garden City, 1923), 
p. xxn. 

-1-
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at·ray from Nostromo when Nostromo beckons to them, vlhy? Is it because 

of the lengthy and complex analyses of the novel? Probably Morton 

Dauwen Zabel is correct when he says, "But it is Nostromo that remains 

the distinct test case for critics. For the present writer U[abeiJ, 

the reading of it has been a matter of years,"2 Nostromo, according to 

Zabel and many other scholars, is extremely difficult because of its 

"dramatic inpenetrability," 

Notwithstanding Zabel's criticism of the book, other critics like 

Albert J, Guerard, Robert Penn vlarren and F.R. Leavis see Nostromo as 

the best novel among Conrad's novels, In the same light Halter Allen 

admires Nostromo more than any of Conrad's other novels, Allen declares, 

"Of the novels, Nostromo is undoubtedly the finest; a good case could 

be made out for considering it the greatest novel in English of this 

century,"3 Allen concludes his epitomized treatment of the novel by 

saying, "the remarkable effects of depth and recession obtained (in 

Nostromo) are a result of its organization, and ade~uate analysis of 

which would be impossible in the space of anything less. than an extended 

essay,"4 

Probably Conrad is the best judge of his own work, Therefore, 

I personally believe that better understanding concerning his works 

can be gained from what he himself says about Nostromo; 

2Horton Damren Zabel, Introduction to The Portable Conrad (New 
York: The Viking Press, 1947), pp. 42-43. 

3Walter Allen, The En~lish Novel: A Short Critical History (New 
York: E,P. Dutton and Company, Inc,, 1955), P• 370,. 

4 Ibid,, P• 374, 

'. 
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Nostr~ :i.s my best book; it is more Conrad than anything I 
have written ••• that is, in the sense that it embarks on 
my greatest imaginative adventure, and involves the severest 
struggle. i~o work cost me so much and, achieved, gave me 
such satisfaction. I stand by Nostromo, out of the frailt,y 
of flesh, hoping it may last for a while for a memorial.~ 

In his Preface to The Secret Agent Conrad again refers to Nostromo as 

an intensive creative effort on what he supposes will always remain 

his largest canvas; he suggest that Nostromo serves as an unreserved 

attempt to unveil for a· moment his profounder intimacies of the sea and 

the formative influence of nearly half hl.s life tim!). 6 

Conrad's reputation reached its peak in Nostromo. Nostromo embodies 

the result of his capacity for vision more fully and more magnificently 

than any of his other novels. It really does 1-1hat few other works of 

art can claim to do; because it deals wj.th political upheavals, Nostromo 

affords us the possibility of seeing the twentieth-century world, however 

chaotic and disturbed it may be as a meaningful and intelligible whole. 

Conrad suggested in it values of life but purposed only that men would 

11 see. 11 

There are many artistic qualities that contribute to Conrad's pop-

ulari ty in the literary world. One quality that outshines the other 

qualities is his unwillingness to define his philosophy toward artistic 

1-rork. This quality is evidenced in one of his letters to F. N. Doubleday 

in which he declares: 

5In '\Joseph Conrad: A Reminiscence," The Living Age, val. 328. 
(January-March, 1926), 312. 

6
rn "Conrad 1 s Preface to His \vork," The Secret Agent (London: 

J. H. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1937), p. 105 . 

-• . 
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I think that an author Nho tries to explain is exposing himself 
to a very great risk--the risk of confessing himself a failure, 
For a Nork of art should speak for itself. Yet much could be 
said on the other side; for it is also clear that a work of art 
is not a locical denonstration ca.rrying its intention on the 
face,7 

1'rue to his artistic intention, Conrad does not deviate from his umrill-

ingness to define his artistic philosophy, 

Conrad refrains from defining or setting any artistic philosophy 

because he realizes that enm tHin brothers do not hold the same opinion; 

.hou could then the Hhole world hold the same opinion, have the same 

problem, uphold the sa.me light of joy? It is because of.this realization 

that he clearlJ states in a letter to EdHard Noble: 

Everyone must Halk in the light of his o<m heart's gospel. No 
rnan ',s light is 5bod to any of hi.s fell01;s. That's my creed from 
be:;;inning to end, That is my vieH of life--a vieH that rejec;:ts 
all formulas, d.ogmas, <md principles of other people's making, 
These are a lieb of illusions. lie are too varied. Another man's 
truth is only a dismal lie to me,8 

It is with this artistic vie>r in mind that Conrad lirites Nostromo. Nostromo 

is essentj_ally a multicentric Hork of art Hhich could be symbolized by a 

complex graphic design, a number of superimposed polygons each representing 

the pattern of human relationships as experienced by one participant in 

the action,' Conrad Neaves the action of the participants in such a way 

that their attitudes together amount to a complex interpretation of the 

events in the novel, 

7Jean Aubry, JosePh Conrad Life and Letters Vol. 11 (NeH York: 
Doubleday, Page and Co., 1927), 344, 

8Ibid, Vol. 1, 184, 

-·. 
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He does not have a fixed point of vieH from which any beholder 

might self-assuredly evaluate and interpret the events; The reader 

then sees that in his best Hork (Nos_-t:c.r:£~£), Conrad forces him (the 

reader) to invest his own ti.me and effort. Deliberately, Conrad did 

not articulate his vision, A careful reader then i.s able to single out 

his own value of life from Hhat Conrad su~gested, Colirad did suggest 

values of li.fe because he realized that man is surrounded by hostile 

forces in the universe; thus, man must create and play 1;ell an appropri.ate 

role in order to win a victory over the hostile forces, Evm tually by 

choosing his own value of life from the ·rm; values that Conrad suggested, 

man might create the appropriate role,· 

In Nostromo Conrad portrays how the individuals create their own 

action. ··rne gallery of characters that he uses consists of people ;rho 

entertained a common characteristic--adherence plus a conviction. The 

artist, too, (Crmrad) commHs himself to the value, the beauty of his 

artistic 'intention. Conrad clearl,v refers to his intention in ~~ostr~ 

in the remark: 11 !4y reasons were not moral but artistic_.n 9 

In Nostromo, there are many related themes. One of the themes which 

receives the fullest attention there as elsewhere in Conrad is that of 

isolation. On a personal basis it is reflected in the lives of all the 

main characters, the Capataz, Decoud, Gould, his wife and Dr, Monygham. 

Of course, it is symbolically represented in the remoteness of the Occi-

dental Province, as seen in the opening section of the novel, Politically 

it is manifested in the wi thdrm;al of the province from the Republic of 

Constaguana and the city of "Death to Foreigners" which accompanied the 

civil upheavals of the country. 

9 Joseph Conrad, Conrad 1 s Prefaces to His I~ovels, with an .Introduction 
by Edward Garnett (London: J. H, Dent & Sons Ltd,, 1937), p, 60, 

•'• 
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The theme of imperialism is seen in No~-t~, though the theme of 

imperialism is stronger in "Heart of Darkness", where it is represented 

primarily as being the result of capitalistic expansion. 

The themE) of personal failure emerges in Nostromo. This type of 

failure is magnifj_ed in the life of Dr. Nonygham. Unlike Lord Jim, - . . 

Honygham survives not only the test, which almost completely destroys 

his ability to trust himself., but also the experience in ><hich his re

habilitation is made complete. It is not Dr. Honygham alone <1ho exper-

iences personal failure; some other main characters experience personal 

failure, the failure which is the parent of their being dehumanized. 

The theme of desire for success is treated in Nostromo. Gould 

initially and the engineer-in-chief are both personal successes, ·and 

the ne1> republic is a political success. For instance, from the beginnj_ng, 

it is emphasized that Gould 1 s interest in making the mine'"a serious and 

moral success" is not based on any desire for great personal wealth. ·rhe 

image of his father's debacle is too clear in his mind for that as he 

points out to his m.fe "Never! After all his misery I simply could not 

have touched it for the money alone. 1110 Gould possesses in abundance the 

shrewdness which is so lacldng in Host.-ro'mo--he inspires the confidence of 

his financial backers; he deals effectively >~ith the government and has the 

loyalty of almost all who work for him. His dehumanization comes in when 

he deviates from his conviction of the desirability of improving the human_ 

lot. 

But the theme of desire for success in the chief engineer is represented 

1dth considerably less irony than in Gould; that is the reason >~hy Tillyard 

emphasized the point that Gould is "the only one main character who appears 

10 Joseph Conrad, Nostromo (New York;_ 
p. 81. All subsequent-references are·made 

- noted. 

'The Modern Library Edition, 1951), 
to. this edition unless otherwise 

-·. . . 
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1 d 1111 
~o succee . Oi' c:ourse his success is due partly to his adaptability 

and partl.y to his self-confidence, which he expresses to Honygham when 

Honygham insists that if a man is sure only of himself, he is sure of 

nothing. 

As one sees personal success in No~~romo, one also sees political 

success. Captain Ni tchell' s commentary is almost uniformly ironj.c in 

Nostromo. He gives his view of the matter as he tells his "distinguished 

visitor" about a conversation betHeen Nostromo and Antonia, after the 

death of Decoud. 11 l'fiss Avellanos burst into tears only when he told her 

how Decoud had hapnemed to say that his ·0lan would be a glorious success-·· 

and that's no doubt, sir, that it is. 'It is a success." (p. 5b7) 0 

The theme of "activi ty11 and 11 job-sense" also 8.p!'ears in Nost~. It 

is evident that the individual character creates his own identity only by 

means of what he does. On one plane the action is both productive and 

creative, and on another plane the action i.s only nroductive. 

Because of these j.nterwoven themes in Nostromo one should not be sur-

prised at Irving Howe when he says, 11 l!ostromo is one of ·the few Conrad 

novels against which it cannot be charged that its moral theme unfolds 

in an exotic vacuum at too creat a dist~nce from familiar life. 1112 Fu!'ther-

more, in Nostromo the personal identit.y of a given character is only the 

starting point--society and nolitics are sho1m in relation not to one point 

of view but to several, and this fact leads to a more comprehensive view of 

society as well as a better understancli.ng of each character. 

HE. H. W. Tillyard, 
Chatto and Vlindus, 1958), 

The,: F.nic Strain in the gnglish Hovel (London: 
---~--· p. lJ,tJ. 

121 0 H 
rv~ng oN·e, ?oli tics and the Novel (llew York: Heridian Rooks, 

1957), p. 1' . .'0. 

. ' ,, 0 o. 
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Hhat I have tried to do is to treat >rhat (to carve a. term) is the 

"mother" of the enumerated themes. I have treated "settled convictions" 

as the "mother" that gi;.ces bj.rth to the themes o.f isolatj.on, imperialism, 

personal .failure, desire for success, actinty and job involvement. I . 

have also tried to illustrate that because of a character's settled con

notions he tries to set a standard to live by for himself. 

In his introduction to the l'iodern Library editions of Hos~r:~~ (19)1), 

Robert Penn Warren anal;rzes th'l various levels of character in the Conradian 

scheme and then illustrates Conrad's idea that to surrender to the incorrigible 

and ironical necessity of the "idea" is' the only fate and triumph that man 

has. What 1rla.rren means is that_ the most meaningful element in a man's life 

is the idea that in his o>rn mind justifies his actions. 

But conversely, I have tried to illustrate t,hat inability to live by 

one's idea (settled conviction) causes an irreversible dehumanization. 1c~arren 

only illustrates that it is meaningful for man to have an idea, but I have 

taken another vie>r to illustrate that inability to live up to that idea makes 

man lose his individuality and to some extent his basic ·humanity, 

The thesis is arranged into four crapters Hi th an introduction, The 

introd•1ction treats of .what constitutes Conrad's arttstic popularity, how 

he regards Nostromo as his best novel, what the opinions of some reprc,osent

ative critics toward the book are and what are the related themes. 

The first chapter is devoted to the novel as a whole and the detail of 

what some ·representative critics, including Conrad himself, say about the 

book. 

The first crHic considered is Conrad himself. His attitude toward 

the book and hi.s reacM.on toward public opinion about the book are con

sidered. This consideration is essential to the study because it sho1vs how 

- Conrad cllngs to his settled conviction concerning artistic creation despite 

, .. 

' . 
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the hostile public opinj.on on Nostromo. 'rhus I suggest Conrad expected his 

characters in Nostromo to live up to th8 convicttons which they have built 

up for themselves. 

The second group of the critics considered include Robert Penn.Warren 

and Albert Guerard. The t1.ro of them agree with Conrad on the rsasons why 

man should have an idea (settled conviction). They, including Conrad, realize 

that the most meaningful thing that a man should have is an idea of his o•rm. 

The third group o.f the critics considered include Joseph 11arren Beach, 

Gustave Morf, R. L. Megroz and F. R. Leavis. These critics, I feel, fail 

to see what Conrad characters call their settled convictions. ·rhey are all 

looking for "ideal" purpose. I have somewhat deviated from their point of 

view of looking for "ideal" purpose in a character. I have done this by 

illustrating that whatever one believes in doing is his "ideal" purpose and 

that setting standards for others to live by is absolutely contrary to Conrad's 

view of life oocause Conrad believed that other people's opinions when 

borrowed and completely followed are destructive to another man's selfhood. 

'rhe second chapter is devoted to explaining the set;tled convictions o.f 

the characters. ·rhe aspirations of the characters to live up to their con-

victions are treated. Theexplanation o.f the convictions of the characters, 

and their aspirations to live up to th.eir convictions are treated only Hithin 

the content of the novel. What the characters do and hoH they do it to es-

tablish their convictions are treated; quotations from the text are used to 

buttress the points. 

The third chapter explains the result of different characteJ;"s 1 abilities 

to keep to their settled convictions and also the result of their inability 

to keep to their convictions. This chapter also illustrates hot.r the char-

acters are content by adhering to their conviction, hoH the characters become 

-•. 

. ' 
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irrever:Jibly dehumanized, and ho;r the observers become disappointed in them 

for deviating from their settled convictions. 

The fourth cilapter is in the form of a conclusion, 'ri1e conclusion 

confirms Conrad's view t,hat irreversible dehumanization occurs Hhen man does 

not observe certain core ideas. fhe conclusion is formed from the portion 

of the thesis illustrated in the other chapters. 

I did not anyuhere summarize the entire plot of the book; neither did 

I recapitulate the whole story of Costaguana. I only gave such information 

as was pertinent to the discussion, 

The limitations of this study come· .from Conrad himself. Conrad permits 

the idea that what is good .for one man is not good for the others. Therefore, 

uhile I have regarded this study as being exhaustive, another investigator 

might regard it as being a miniature stud,y o.f the book. As long as Conrad 

permits d.ffferent interpretat-ions o.f his work, any investigator Nho regards 

tnis stud:y as a miniature one should feel .free for another interpretation. 

~ .. 

··: 

. .-
-' 
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CHAPT!BR I 

NOSTRONO Aim THE REPmiSENTATIVE CRI'I'IC 

Probably the most objective criticism of Nostromo emanated from 

Conrad himself. In A Personal Record, while recollecting the composition 

of Hostromo, he said that critics ref<>r to Nostromo "sometimes in con

junction with the 1mrd 'astonishing' ,"1 Ho>~ever, Conrad Has not in any 

Hay prepared to argue Hith the critics, Instead of arguing >~ith the 

critics he made up his mind·to continue the composition of the book, 

To support'the idea that Conrad did not argue Hith the critics, probably 

his response to the critics' criticism concerning Nostromo should be con

sidered. He said, "I ha.ve no opinion on this discrepancy [£:ri ticisi). 

It's the sort of difference that can never be settled,"2 

Conrad's artistic intention (conviction) Has deeply rooted in his 

mind. Thus despite the hostile criticism he said of Nostromo, "All I 

kno>~ is that for t~<enty months neglecting the common joys of l.ife tha.t 

fall to the lot of the humblest on this earth, I ha.d like the'Frophet of 

old 'Hrest;Led >~ith the Lord' for my creation, (of Nostromo)."3 I think 

Conrad Has saying that no matter what time and trouble the composition of 

Nostromo cost him, he ;rould continue to compose it, 

1conrad, A Personal Record, p. 98, 

2Ibid. 

)Ibid, 

-11-
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None of Conrad's other novels took as much of his time as Nostromo, 

Conrad hl.mself was fully aware of this, Thus while writing to EdHard 

Garnett from his Pent Farm in Hay, 19QJ, he referred to the composition 

of Nostromo as: 

I am here fixed to slave and groan for months. Harpers got 
the book (Nostromo) of Hhich not a quarter yet is written, 
I am indeed appalled at myself when I think ~rhat rotten con
temutible bosh it must and shall be, By Jove I am too tired 
and.with a heart worn too threadbare to be honest,4 

Perhaps Conrad's objectivity in evaluating Nostromo is clearer in 

the foregoing and foll'owing quotations, While Hri ting to Ed>~ard Gam·ett 

again from his Pent Farm in Narch, 1904, and explaining his inability to 

keep in touch Hi th Ed1<a.rd, Conrad attributed the inability to 'the time 

consuming composition of Nostromo, He wrote: 

I tried to write (and finish) an imbecile sort of story in 
that time. It is very imbecile but it isn't finl.shed yet. 
If I did better work, more of it (on Nostromo) and a little 
easl.er you <rill see me often enough, As it is I am shy of 
inflicting myself upon my friends, I go about oppressed, 
severely irritated against Hark, never free from it, never 
sati.sfied 1-~ith it. Not a man of profit or pleasure for his 
friends, 5 l§i[I 

Conrad's objectivity might be deduced from two words used pejoratively 

in the foregoing quotations, The Hords "bosh" and "imb¢cile" suggest 

that Conrad regarded the tale in Nostromo as a rigmarole, But despite 

this realization, his artistic intention prodded him to continue its 

composition, 

4EdHard Garnett.ed; Letters from Jose h Conrad 18 -1924 (Indianapolis: 
The Bodds-Herrill Company, 1928 , p. 187, 

5carnett, Letters from Joseph Conrad 1895-1924, p. 188, 

·• . •. 
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The very Conrad 1;ho described the composition of Nostromo as being 

"bosh" and "imbecile", suddenly and triumphantly regarded the completion 

of the novel as the greatest achievement that he had ever had. Thus to 

celebrate the completion of Nostromo, at least verbally, in September in 

1904-, while writing to BJ:JJ;ard Garrett again, Conrad remarked, "I drop you 

these lines to say that Nostromo is finished; and a fact upon which my 

friends may congratulate me as upon a recov,ry from a dangerous illness,"6 

Conrad's artistic convictions which armed him to endure both the expected 

and the unexpected in the composition of Nostromo made him in the long run 

regard the book as the rock upon which he would build his artistic ere-

ation. It is no wonder then that he referred to Nostromo as "an intensive 

creative effort on what I suppose Hill always remain my largest canvas,"? 

'The depression that Conrad experienced upon completing Nostromo was 

heightened not only be the greater effort and amount of time that he used 

to write the book, but by his feelings of insecurity about its reception 

by the public. We are not surprised then to hear Conrad expressing these 

views: 

•••• No work cost me so much and, achieved, gave me such satis
faction. I stand by Nostromo, out, of the frailty of flesh, hoping 
it may· last awhile for e. memorial, And yet it did not. succeed 
with the public. '!'hey will not have my poor Nostromo. They 
prefer Lord Jim,B 

But because Conrad realized the destructive rather than constructive 

tendency of much public opinion, he was never downcast at criticism to the 

6Ibid,, P• 190, 

?"Conrad's Preface to His Works" The Secret Agent, p. 10,5, 

8conrad, "A Reminisence", The Living Age, p, 312, 
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point of gl.vinq; up ·his artistic i.ntention. Thus while making a rejoinder 

to Dr. Ernst Bendz's criticism9 in the form of a personal friendly letter 

Conrad expressed his point by saying, "Thank you very much for the copy 

of the pamphlet on myself and my work, I need not tell you that I have 

perused it with great attention and no small appreciation,"lO One would 

naturally expect Conrad to write a hot rejoinder to Dr. Bendz but he 

only wrote a personal and simple reply. 

Dr, Bendz's criticism of Nostromo centeri around his notion that 

there is no really leading character in the book,"no hero in fact in the 

sense of a personage kept continually in the foreground,"ll But Conrad 

made it clear to Dr. Bendz that the fact that he had leading heroes in 

almost all others of his >tork did not mean that every one of his works 

was bound to have a lea.ding hero, Thus in the same letter of response to 

Dr. Bendz, Conrad continued to say: 

I will take the liberty to point out that Nostromo has never 
been intended for the hero of the Tale of the Seaboard, Silver 
is the pivot of the moral 
of everybody in the tale, 
there can be no doubt,l2 

and material events affecting the lives 
That this was my deliberate purpose 

Like Dr. Bendz Richard Curle, in his Joseph Conrad: A Study, expressed 

his object~on toward Nostromo, Curle even though he likes· the contents 

9Joseph Conrad by Ernst Bendz, A Pamphlet in English Published by 
the Swedish· Prof-essor Bendz in Goteborg, 

lOAubry, Joseph Conrad: Life and Letters, II, p. 295. 

11Ernst Bendz, Joseph Conrad: An Armreciation (New York: H, VI. Wilson, 
1933), P• 64, 

12 Aubry, Joseph Conrad: Life and Le·cters, II, p. 296, 

., 
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in Nostromo, is critical of the title when he says: 

'lhat could be better than Chance, Youth, "Tomorrow"? !·lhat 
could be worse than Lord Jim or No'S'trDmo:? liostromo is par
ticularly bad. That this most unattractive title should never 
cover this most extraordinary book is a real subject for iron
ical laughter. Nostromo-->rhy, it conveys less than nothing: 
A thrilling title should have been devised for this thrilling 
and beautiful romance,lJ 

In fact what Curle is about is that he wants the title to be as 

fascinating as the contents of the book, because Curle himself appreciates 

the richness of Nostromo when he later says: 

For, indeed the more I study Conrad the more convi.nced I 
am that Nostromo is by far his groatest achievement, To 
read this book Hith undorsta.nding is to reach the highest 
pinnacle of Conrad's art--not perhar~ the most perfect, 
but the highest, the most dazzling, 

A larg8r percentage of the reading public rebuts Conrad's Nostromo, 

But about a decade after its publication (1904) the book began to receive 

a positive approval of the public, A friend of Conrad, an early supporter 

of the book, Arnold Bennett, privately Hrote to Conrad: 

I read "Higuerota" again not long since. I al;rays think of 
that book as "Higuerota", the said mountain being the principal 
personage in the story, lvhen I first read it I thought it the 
finest novel of this generation (bar none), and I am still 
thinking so, It is majestic and orbicular and just peerless, 
and there is no more to be said •.. it is the Higerota among 
novels·,l5 · ,. . · 

Letters of encouragement continued to drop into Conrad's b?X• Thus 

his artistic conviction continued to groH; thus he hoped for the best, 

When writing to Edward Gainett again from Someries Luton on November.l5, 

1908, he asked and also informed him about the news concerning.Nostromo: 

lJRichard Curle, Joseph Conrad: A Study (Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday, Par,e and Company, 1914) P• 217. 

15Jean-Aubry ed; Twenty Let~~rs to Joseph Conrad (London: The 
First Edition Club, 1926~ Bennetts letter is dated November 22, 1912, 
l?• 295. 
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lJO rgu See the editor a$ of yore'/ iJR Seems very busy, rhe 
E-it · looks noble and I hear from all si des that. the first 
No [the no- here refers to the refusal of Nostromo by the 
pubUg] has gone off very w"ll, remarkably· so:-rs that a 
fact? I will like to kno>l. H . 

Gonrad was then becoming happier at realizing that apart from the 

few friends, The Jf~glill_l!. Review Haga'lin<::_ was also making a desperate 

effor.t to popularize Nostromo. Conrad· continuecl the same letter by 

informing Edward Garnett how Nostrom~ had received appreciation in Chile, 

He wote, "Tarver who is now in Chile ~<rit8s me that Nostromo has met with 

no end of appreciation on the seaboard 1~here the scene is laid and from the 

people in the knovl. nl8 

The sudden approval of the novP.l by the public was thP. oil helpin~:; 

the burni:ng of Conrad's artistic convictions. Cnnrad was never disappointed 

at the earlier disapproval of Nostrom<?_ because before ~'ostromo many of his 

other books had been rebutted, For instance in November of 1900, when the 

last installment of !::?_!d Jim appeared in 13J.acJ<::Iood Magaz~~_::, Conrad wrote 

to Ed1·mrrl Garnett: 

I 1ve been sat;,.nically ambitious, but there is nothing of a, 
devil in me, 1i'Orse luck. 1'he Outcast. is a heap of- sand, and 
The Ni.[ger a splash of wat.er, Jim a-fump of clay. ~ stone I 
suppose 1-dll be my next gift to impatient mankl.nd--before 1 
~"t drowned i.n mud to 1~hich even my Supreme Struggles won't 
give a simulacrum of life .J.9 .•... . . 

I am convinced that the stone that Conrad sugp,ests in the foregoinr, 

quotatj_on i.s Nostrol"O, ·rhus with his phHosophy that if it burns, rains, 

thunders, he will ~<rite, Conrad positively reacted to the hostile public 

opini.ons toward Nostromo. There is no known indicati.on that Conrad regretterl 

16~~e.__English R.~vi.ew Magazine. 

17conrad, LettP.rs fron Joseo~ Conrad, p. 216. 

lBibid. 

l9Jean-Aubry, Joseph Conrad: Life and Letters, vol. I, p. 299. 
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his composition of Nostromo, :Because Nostro::to is the longest book that 

Conrad Hrote, because it is the only book >~here Conra.d has a. group of 

people >lith a comcwn concern, Nostromo then is the best Nork of Conrad's 

in Hhich one can see >~hat Conrad believed would hapoen to a group of 

people or to a person who fails to observe certain core ideas, 

While Conrad sa>1 Nostromo objectively, there are some critics who 

see eye-to-eye with C6nrad particularly in the way [le 1oresented his char-

acters. Among many other critics Hho support Conrad's idea that the most 

meaninrrful thins that a man should have is his own idea were Robert Penn 

l·larren and Albert Guerard, 

To me, Robert Penn ilarren ap1)ears to be the best critic ;rho does the 

greatest justice to Nostromo, In his introduction to the Hodern Library 

Edition (1951), l·larren illustrates various levels of chara.cters in Nostromo 

Hho demonstrate Conrad's idea that man must have an idea of his mm to live 

by if he Hants to escape from the net in >rhich he is decoyed, And consid-

ering the plight, though l'learily, Nith determination of the major characters 

in Nostromo, ;re see that l{arren bears with Conrad's characters in Nostromo, 

It is Hith empathy that Warren refers to the characters in Nostromo: 

, , , , i·l'an as a natural creature is not born to sHim in the 
dream l'lith gills and fins, but if he submits in.his Olin 
imperfect "natural"'l'lay he can learn to sHim and keep him
self up, hoHever painfully, in the destructive element, To 
surrender to the incorrigible and ironical necessity of the 
"idea", that is man's fate and his only triumph,20 

20Introduction to the l<Jodern Library Edition (Nmr York, 1951) 1 

p, XXII-XXIII, 
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The word "conviction" could be aptly substituted for "idea" in the 

foregoing quotation, lvarren realizes that to have their own convictions 

the characters had to undergo many inconveniences but like Conrad, Warren 

is primarily concerned with courage, self sacrifice and the determination 

of the characters to establish their convictions, 

Hhile many other critics describe Conrad as an artist writing out of 

tempe:rament,, Harren defends him. He defends him by making the statement 

"lVe must sometimes force ourselves to rememb"r that the act of creation is 

not simply a projection of temperament but a criticism and purging of tem-

perament."21 Harren's final complete evaluation of Nostromo is "one of the 

fe;r mastering visions of our historical move~aent and our human lot,"22 

lvarren 's phrase "our human lot" suggests probably that liarren himself 

realizes as did Conrad that the world is too large for man but through 

courage, determination and loyalty (all enveloped by conviction), man can 

survive, Ho>rEwer, like Conrad, ilarren does not blame the characters for 

deviatin,-; from their convictions; rather he sees them as the characters 

>rhose courage, loyalty and obedience are ;reak, and, consequently, they fall 

by the wayside in the human race, 

1·/arren' is not left unsupported in supporting Conrad's Nostromo, In 

his book Conrad the Novelist, Albert Guerard declares "Nostromo is without 

question Conrad's greatest achievement,n23 Among many other things Guerard 

affirms that Nostromo is a meditation on motivation. To me, motivation as 

21Ibid, p, XXVI, 

22Ibid, p, XXXIX, 

23Albert J, Guerard, Conrad the Novelist (Cambridge, Vassachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1958), p, 178, 
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used by Guerard can be the only way to plant and nurse one's settled con-

victions, The motivation of each of the characters is understood to be 

pushing them to have convictions of their o<m. For instance, Nostromo's 

motivation is that of >Janting to establish a "good name" >Jhile that of 

Charles Gould is of strugglinr, for human happiness, Once the.ir different. 

motivations become established, the motivations are transformed into con-

victions, It is conviction that haunts every character in N~tro~. 

Guerard goes further by saying that Conrad's importunity upon man's 

necessity to justify himself by the idea (conviction) is merely an ob-

servation about human nature,,.that·self-justification always accompanies 

action of any kind. The action itself may be good, bad or indifferent, 

but it requires the support of some 11 j.dea11 --conviction. Guerard expresses 

this idea of conviction-action in support of what Gould maintains: 

Action 
friend 
action 

is consolatory. It is the enemy of thought and the 
of flattering illusions, Only in the conduct ofi our 
can He find a sense of mastery over t_he fates, 2 

Vfuat Guerard is saying I think, is that to have a conviction is not 

enough, but man must act upon his conviction. 

We see that there is no character in l~ostromo who has a conviction who 

does not·act to justify his conviction in one form or the other. 

Both Warren and Guerard see with Conrad why it is necessary for man to 

have a conviction and also why man should act in one form or the other to 

enliven his conviction because an individual can only create his own identity 

by means of certain convinced action, 

24conrad, Nostromo_, p. 72. 
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Joseph Warren Beach does not concern himself Hith the doings of Conrad's 

characters in Nostromo, He is primarily concerned Hi th the composition of 

the book, Warren thinks that Conrad failed in Nostromo in his ideal (con-

viction) of making people see, Beach thinks that the book lacks a central 

character upon >1hom the interest should be concentrated and that it also 
' 

lacks a single detached narrator "to direct the exploration of the mlder

ness,n25 Beach expresses the V!ieH that "the result is that only the most 

resolute lovers of Conrad can push their way through the tangled underbrush 

of the >1ell-nigh pathless forest. n26 

Beach hostilely goes further by describing the composition_of Nostromo 

as the deformation of the novel, Because Conrad spent much time in composing 

the novel, and because the novel does not have a single narrator, Beach 

thinks that Conrad has failed in his conviction of making people see through 

the pot-Ter of the word, In talking about the book Beach declares, "with 

no thine like a real center of interest any Hhere in the book, and Hi th no 

Narlow to ··keep things in their places, nothing but Superhuman Pot-Ters Hould 

have enabled him to realize his idea. GonvictionD of making us see, n27 

Beach himself j_s looking for a hero; he forgets that Conrad was not dogmatic 

about having a single hero in everyone of his books. 

25Joseph vlarren Beach, The Twentieth Century Novel: Studies in 
·rechnique (New York: Appleton-Century-Croft, Inc,, 1932), pp. 364-365. 

26~. 

27Ibid, 

. ' 



If Beach had not failed to see, he 11ould have noticed that Conrad 

used a group of people l·ri th a co1:1mon concern. \·lha.t Conrad did that Beach 

failed to realize was to put his characters in the same concern and see 

hmr each one of them 11ould react to the concern. Beach failed to realize 

that it is very dramatic to see hmr th,, individuals will react to a common 

commitment in a group rather than acting on an individaul basis, Furthermore, 

Beach failed to realize that Conrad did not want to create a situation in 

which a character will say, "If I lfere there or if I were the person, I 

would not have done that," Conrad had put the group in the common concern 

and expected everyone of them to prove his worth. The symbolic meaning 

l'fhich Beach failed to see in Nostromo was.that by involving his characters 

in the same concern, Conrad was saying that everybody is decoyed in the 

same tmrld but in different environments that prove individuality, 

If Beach had understood Conrad's artistic method in a deeper sense 

there would have been•no reason for him to argue that Superhuman Pol'fers 

would be employed by Conrad before he could make people see and probably 

feel what he was attempting to say in Nostromo. Conrad did not have any 

dogmatic formula in writing his works, He only wanted his reader to draw 

out what he thought would be of value to him, and therefore there can be 

many mea.n5.ne;s to his 11ork, This understanding is justified by Conrad's 

letter to Barrett Clark: 

A tmrk of art is seldom limited to one exclusive meaning and 
not necessarily tending to a definite conclusion, And this 
for the reason that the nearer it aproaches art, the more it 
acquires a symboUc character,,.all the great creations of 
literature have been symbolic, and in that 1my have gained in 
complexity, in power, in depth, and in beauty,28 

28 Aubry, Joseuh Conrad: Life and Letters Vol. II, P• 205, 

.. 
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If Beach is expec t.ing that until he see.'> with his ovm physical two 

eyes what l~om·ad is saying , he is then 1'o0·king for the dead among the 

living ; this I tnink , i s an unattainablP. quest. What Conrad wanted his 

reader to u0e in order t o see and feel what he Has saying, was nothing 

but imagination- which i s defined as 11 the ability to understand and appr e 

ciate imaginative creations of ot-her s . u29 

Nostr omo does not go scot f r ee from the hands of psychoanalytic 

crjtics . Gustave Hor.f has s omething to say in his The Polish Herita~e 

of Joseph Conrad . Because of Horf ' s interest in the psychology <·Thich 

underlies t he book, I1orf is primarily concerned -vli th r elating everything 

in the hook to Conrad ' s past . [•1orf goes t o extreme lem~ths in making 

his point which he does by tryinG to demonstrate t hat I'iartin Decoud is 

purely and simply a representation of Conrad him~elf--he even refers to 

the character as 11 Decoud -Conrad . ~' Giorgio Viola he connects with Conrad ' s 

fatner and all of the political strife> is seen as imagi native t-reatment 

of Poland ' s struggle against oopr ession . 

'dhile we admire Horf ' s psychoanalysis of Nost~, we can also see 

that Horf fails t o realize t hat there is a marked difference between 

Conrad and Decoud . Conrad ljved up to his settled convictions concerning 

artistic creat] on, whereas Decoud failed to live up t o hi~ own settled 

convictions . At tne same time , it i s a serious mistake to assume that a 

novelist identifies himselfcompletely with one character , most especially 

when that novelist is as skj.llful a s t or y teller as Joseph Conrad ; the 

likening of Conrad to Jecoud is an absurdity. 

I'he absurdi ty of the likP.ninl' of Conrad to Decoud lies not in t he 

insistence upon the fact of Conrad ' s undoubted identification with Decoud 

29webster ' s New World Uictionary of the American Languag~ 2nd ed ., 
1970. 
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but rath'!'r in Horf's completely ignoring Conrad's identification Hith other 

characters as Hell, particularly Nhen l·Te consider that there are many char-

acters in Nostromo. I then tend to think that Norf singles out Decoud as 

the hero of the book. A great error, indeed! 

Conrad's sympathy is weightier and 1dder than Horf sees it. There can 

be no doubt that Conrad also feels with Charles Gould, Emilia Gould, Doctor 

Nonygham, and Nostromo as much (even though probably in different degrees) 

as Hith Decoud, Does this sympathy make them all Conrad? 1 completely 

disagree ~ri th horf' s idea of "personality-identification" in absoluteness, 

I Hould have unquestiona"tl.ly agre10d Hi th Horf if he had said that Conrad 

and Decoud are alike in settins up a standard for themselves and that they 

are different in the sense that one falls by the wayside in standi~~ by 

his conviction that he should live up to the standard he sets for himself 

while the other does. not, The reason why Decoud fails to live up to his 

conviction does not appeal to Horf; instead he is looking for Conrad in 

Decoud, 

\ihy Conrad used the method that he used in 1~ri ting Nostrmno is not a 

question that R. I, Hllgroz wants to concern himself Hi th; instead he just 

declares : • 

The total effect of Nostromo is achieved by Conrad's fairy-tale 
quaJJ.ty of fantasy allied t.o an excE!ptional amount of realistic 
detail, The crowded fullness of the area covered is achieved 
by combining his mirror-inside-mirror method with numerous shorter 
excursions from side to sidf.'. of the main route to glimpse a multi.
tude of diverse minor characters, Nostromo falls short of perfec
tion not by its plot arrangement but by secondary short comings 
through which the enormous difficulty of controlling so much s:tra.nge 
and rich materials is felt by the reader as a drag upon the unfold
ing of the author's vision,30 

3°R. I, Nllgroz, Josenh Conrad's J.iind and Hethod (London• Faber and 
Faber, 1931), p, 211, 
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In finalizing his judgement of the book J.lt'lgroz, says, "If the prophetic 

poet in him (Conrad) had gained a slightly greater control of Nostromo, which 

exhausted him by its prodigious wealth of realistic characters and scenes, 

this work ;rould probably be the greatest novel ever written, even taking 

into account Tolstoy' S· Har and Peace and whichever novel one chooses to 

regard as Dostoievsky's greatest."31 

H<'lgroz seems to fall in the same category <lith Beach. Like Beach, 

It.t!!groz <1ants a straightforward story. He forgets that if a straightfor-

ward story is told, the type of suspense, feeling, seeing and hearing that 

Conrad <1ants to evoke from his reading audience may not be realized as he 

wanted it, At the same time, Negroz forgets completely to understand that 

Conrad is dealing with human characters 1?hose actions are unpredictable, 

To expect a straightforward story is then to expect a perfectly straight-

forward human action. This is really hard to achieve because the world is 

too large for man, and this largeness involves unpredictability of human 

action, 

Another thing that Ht'lgroz fails to ree.lize is that in Nostromo, as 

explained before, Conrad does not deal with a single hero or one narrator 

but rather 1?i th a group of people ;rho are prodded by a common concern but 

;rho have different reactions to;rard the common concern. It is therefore 

not easy to have a straight graph of action in a situation like that, The 

same reason ;rhich makes Negroz fail to realize why Conrad employed the 

method·.he employed makes him fail to see why Conrad employed minor char-

acters, Ht!!groz thinks that heroic people are the only great people in the 

Horld. If Hegroz would realize that both the poor and the rich, the heroic 

and the unheroic make up the population of the world, probably he would 

then understand what Conrad ;ras doing in Nostromo, 

3llbid,, P• 151, 
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In his The Great Tradition, F. R. Leavis completely passes a judgement 

without considering Conrad's philosophy of life, He forgets that Conrad 

allows the idea tha.t whatever one finds joy in doing is his own "ideal" 

purpose, Leavis wants to set a standard for Conrad's characters to live 

by, Thus by passing a judgement on Nostromo, Leavis sp.ys, "Nostromo, 

picturesque, indispensable to his patrons and a popular hero, has no ideal 

purpose, He lives for reputation, •to be well spoken of, ruJ2 I am yet 

to see the reason why Leavis argues that Nostromo has no "ideal ",.purpose, 

I think that Leavis fails to s.oe that as long as Nostromo stuck to his 

conviction of establishing a good name, he did n~t regret his purpose in 

life. He found happiness, which is the value that Conrad advocated. 

Leavis also goes further by saying that Decoud ha.s no ideal purpose, 

While describing Decoud, he says: 

Na.rtin Decoud, intel.lectual and 'dilettante in life, 1 Nostromo's 
companion in· that marvellously rendered night of the Gul~ (it is 
one of the most vivid pieces of sensuous evocation in literature) , 
also has no ideal purpose, The '!l'.oice of sceptical intelligence, 
with no faith in anything except the truth of his own sensations, 
he enjoys conscious advantage,J:3 

If Leavis had realized that to trust in another man's truth wa.s contrary 

to Conrad's view of life, he would not have described Decoud as faithless, 

I wonder whether Lea.vis realized that to believe in another man's truth 

absolutely is to cause trouble for oneself, 

Decoud believes that the only way to maintain his conviction and there-

by be happy is·to believe in his own very personal doings and not to have 

absolute belief in the world that will praise today and denounce tomorrow. Leavis'1 

:32F. R. Lea vis The Great Tradition (London: Chat to and Hindus, 1960), 
p. 192. 
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argument should have received popular support from Conrad's philosophy, if 

he had accused Conrad's cha.racters of not being loyal, obedient and cour-

ageous enough to live u:9 to their own convictions, But by looking for an 

"ideal" purpose Leavis is setting a standard for Conrad's characters, and 

by doing this he is deviating from Conrad's view of life, 

In fact Conrad gave an objective evaluation of his Nostromo, and some 

representative critJcs also gave the eve.luation of the book; what the reader 

should let rin.o; in his heart about Conrad's i1ostromo 'should be what Conrad 

said finally concernin;,; th8 comr.osition of the bcook in A Personal Record: 

, • , I have come to suspt>ct that the aim of creation cannot be 
ethi.cal at all, I would fondly believe tha.t its object is purely 
spectacular; a spectacle for awe, love, adoration, or hate, if 
you like, but in this vim-1-and in this vielf alone-never for 
despair! Those visitors delicious and poignant, are moral ends 
in themselves. The rest is our affair-and the umwaried self 
forgetful attention to every phase of the living universe re
flected1in our consciousness may be our appropriate task on this 
earth.3 l-

Because Conrad said much about the composition of Nostromo and because 

many critics also say much about the book, there is tlwn every justification 

to usE> the complex and comprehensive book as the book that treats human 

conviction among Conrad's novels, 

31J Conrad, A Personal Record, p, 92, 
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CHAP!'ER II 

TH:O: SE'frLED CONVICTIONS OB' TH:O: ClL~RAC'mRS 

Perhaps the meaning of Nostromo can be seen most clearly by focussing 

on five characters: Charles Gould, Nartin Decoud, Nostromo, Mrs. Gould 

and Dr. Nonygham. Through their life experiences each establishes an idea 

(conviction), to. which each is initially faithful. Because or their initial 

adherence to their convictions, we may say that their convictions are deeply 

rooted in them. 

True to their convictions, these characters practice what they·believe 

is good .for them. ·rhey all have the same comm.i tment of adhering to their 

convictions, but their convictions are directed toward different values of 

lHe. 

Nostromo, the titular hero, is by far the most complex character in the 

novel. m.s admirable qualities are numerous. He is very intelligent, hard 

working, a good leader of men and he is a man of decisive action. He does 

not fear anything. \vi th the town 1 s people he is a gallant an~ heroic person. 

He is loved by <mmen but feared and· (l:P.pired by men. Nostromo' s · conviction 

in life is the all-importance of gaining and keeping a good reputation. To 

him an action is only worthwhile i.f it will earn him stature in the eyes of 

other people. There are many writers like i,rilson Follett, who describe 

Nostromo's chief quality as nothing but egotism. Follett. says of Nostromo: 

And most .fascinating of all the figures that slink or stalk 
through those six hundred pages, there >ms 11 Hostromo himself, 
Captaj.n Gian Battista nctan?oa the 'incorruptible I --a stalking 
figure, chief of the navi;;ation company's lonr;shoremen, 1-1hose 

-27-
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colossal naive egotism ref<i sted every great crisis ••.• nl 

I believe that it is Hrong of any writer to describe ,1hat Nostromo calls 

his conviction, as egotism. He should not mind the various 1<1ri ters 1 derog-

a tory evaluation of J'Jostromo 's convi.ction beca•1so subsequent evidences in 

the novel show that J'Jostromo does some things which are not motivated by 

self-centeredness but simply for the sake o~ a certain group of people. 

r'or example, it is not primarily for the sake of egotism that he undertakes 

the risk·.r adventure of saving the silver but with the hope of helping the 

Goulds whose interest in the si.J.ver by the time that Nostromo undertakes 

the adventure is beyond our expectation. Perhaps the following statement 

may testi.f.Y" to the fact that Nostromo does not undertake the adventure 

for his own sole motive. 

"But if your warship can find any other man ready and fit for 
such business [Qf carrying away the silveiJ I will stand back. 
I am not exactly tired of my life, though I am so poor that I 
can carry all I have with myself on my horse's back. 11 2 

It is later realized that Nostromo does not stand back, but he does 

what the people ask him to do. If he i.s egotistic, as the critics say he 

is, he wo\1ld not have undertaken the risk of saving the silver that he is 

enlisted to save. 

Nostromo's conviction of gaining and kseping a good reputation is so 

great that it keeps him both honest and poor when every other person in-

valved is getting ri.ch. At this stage one may be tempted to describe 

1viH~~~-Follett, Joseph Conrad: A__9hor~_.St~~X (New York: Doubleday 
Page & Company, 1915), -p-~--61;" 

2 
Conrad, Nostr()_~, p. 287. 
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Nostromo as an ardentChristian 1-1ho believes in the doctrine that "a good 

name is rather to be chosen than great richns, and loving favour rather 

than silver and gold. 11 3 This description, I am sure, fj_tted Hostromo when 

he was the man of his own conviction. Follett notes that, too, when he 

said, "So long as men cannot get along without him (}iostrom£1 , so long as 

he can shine in men's eyes, he cares for no pay .uu 

Almost everybody in Sulaco knows Nostromo ·for ·his reputation. While 

Conrad Ha.s describing Signora Teresa's opinion of Nostromo, he said: 

She seemed to think that Nostromo 1s presence in the house would 
have made it perfectly safe. So far, she too was under the spell 
of that reputation the Capataz de Cargadores had made for himself 
by the wat'!r-side along the ra.ilHay-li.ne with th8 English and with 
the populace of Sulaco.5 

Because Nostromo is simple, the rich Europeans use him for their economic 

motives. But his simplicity coupled wi.t.h his initial incorruptibility is 

really the product of his settled conviction. His conviction of the desir

ability of being well thoughtof and spoken of is really what makes the 

Capataz incorruptible at this time when he is loyal to that conviction. As 

long as people admire him and praise him, Nostromo is at the.top of the 

world. As long as people do not rob him of his conviction, N6stromo is 

happy. He is happy in keeping his reputation; thus he is loyal, dutiful 

and eourageous toward the activities that help him to keep his reputation 

before the people. It should not surprise us to read the follmr.i.ng state-

ment, nor should it surprise us to hear of Nostromo's action: 

3 Proverbs, 22:1. 

5 Conrad, Nostromo, p. 21. 
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"Here ;ms a man, Decoud reflected, that seemed as though he 
would have oreferred to die rath:or than deface the perfect 
form of hls' egoism (S.onvictioi!J . 11 ·r,at ev,oism, his need 
of heing needed, tab's the place of every virtue.... He Nill 
let a dancing girl of the town cut off the silver button of 
his coat when its pockets are emptiest for the applause of 
his i.nferiors. He will risk his Uf" for days of the open 
sea in a small boat loaded with treasure, or in a solitary 
four-hundred-mile ride across the mountains to bring the 
patriot army to the re~cue, in order to make debtors of those 
whom he does not love.6 

Consequently, Nostromo is able to create his ONn identity in the midst 

of other people. His identity is so great that there is no passing 

moment when Nostromo is not spoken of, Hhether by hi.s crew or the people 

of Sulaco. 

The people realize that i~ostromo is establishing a conviction. They 

encourage him the more. Even though Nostromo's conviction is deeply root-

ed 1-1ithin him, the people's approval o.f his conviction keeps him going. 

The people's a~proval of Nostromo's conviction could be understood through 

his popularity among them. \'ihile talkin[l about the part that Nostromo ;till 

play in saving the silver, ll3coud makes us realize how the part makes Nostromo 

popular, He says: 

11 The incorruptible Capataz dP. Cargadores is the man for that 
work; and I, the man with passiqn but without a mission go 
wi tl1 him to return.,., The only thing he seems to care for, 
as far as I have been able to discover, i.s to be well spoken 
of. An ambition ~onvictio5] fit for noble souls, but also a 
profitable one for an exceptionally intelligent scoundrel, Yes, 
his very words 'to be well spoken of, Si, Senor, r.rr7 

ll3coud continues the prasie of Nostromo by sayin[l "exceptional individualities 

always interest me because they are true to the general formula expressing 

the moral state of humanit,y-, 11 8 

----:6,-- --
Follett, Joseph Conrad: A Sh?rt Stud:y:, pp, 61-62, 

7conrad, Nostromo, pp, 272-273, 

' . 
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By referring to "general formula" in the last paragraph, I think 

Decoud is referring to convictions, Of course He Hill see that it is 

the very conviction that Nostromo is true to Hhen he undertakes the risk 

of saving the silver. He can say that Decoud serves a.s the mouthpiece of 

the people of Sulaco in prai&ing Nostromo, and because of his praise we 

may not question Nostromo.' s popularity among the people by this time, 

Nostromo is so concerned Hith his conviction of establishing good 

reputation among the people that he does not resist undertaking any risk 

at any· time. And he is alHays proud of his taking risks in order to pre-

serve his conviction. In telling Dr. Monygham about his risky adventure 

to save the silver, Nostromo says: 

"You see that, S'E:nor Doctor? I shall float along with a spell 
upon my life till I meet somewhere the north-bound steamer of 
the company, and then indeed they 1-rill talk about the Capataz 
of the Sulaco Cargadores from one end of Americanto the other,"9 

What Nostromo is 'saying is that as long as people continue to speak well 

of him, he Hill continue to keep the torch of his good name alight even 

in the face of any peril, 

Furthermore, Nostromo realizes that his conviction is immortal. He 

realizes that as long as he is able to.~et up a good name which is the 

result of conviction, the good name will continue to live e~en Hhen he, 

too, is dead, Thus he says that it is because of his reputation that the 

people entrust the safety of the silver into his hands, In this situation 

He can see how Conrad used pity-evoking words to describe Nostromo's feel-

ings: 

9Ibid,, P• 287. 
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And yet, the day before yesterday, we have been fighting to 
save it (silver~ from the mob, and tonight I am sent out with 
j_t into this darkness Hhere there is no Hind to get aHay Hi th 
as if it <mre the last lot of silver on earth to get bread for 
the hungry Hith. Ha! Ha! lvell, I am going to make it the most 
famous and desperate affair of my life--wind or no wind. It shall 
be talked about Hhen the little children are graHn up and the 
graHn men are old.J.O 

Hostromo' s loyalty, obedience and courage to his conviction prepare 

him to sacrifice personal enjoyment for the safety of the silver, He is 

ready to sacrifice the enjoyment, because he realizes that by saving the 

silver his reputation Hill knol-l no bounds. In telling Decoud about the 

plan for the safety of the silver, Hostromo reveals that he is ready even 

to surrender his life for the safety of the silver instead of letting it 

pass into the hands of the stranger. 

It is evident that Nostromo realizes that the people have com,letely 

trusted him in every aspect of life in Sulaco, Thus he is very satisfied 

with and proud ·or his achievement in Sulaco. He believes that his reputation 

has got such a firm root among the people that they enlist him to save bars 

of San Tom~ silver. Guerard explained, "At that crucial hou:t: in the revol

ution Nostromo {}eader of the 'people' Hho l'i'ill undertake any mission for 

the sake .of prestig[} is enlisted to save the bars of San Tom! silver.n11 

But it is with pride and satisfaction that Nostromo .says, "Since it Has the 

good pleasures of the Caballeros to. send me off on such an errand, they will 

learn I am just the man they take me for,n12 

10Ibid,, p, 293-29h. 

11Guerard, Conrad the Novelist, p. 176. 

12 
Conrad, Nostromo, p. 196. 

'' 
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Nostromo 1 s statement "They shall learn I am just the man that they 

take me for, 11 might mean that he is saying that he is prepared to use even 

the last breath in him in order to please the people. He realizes that by 

pleasing the people in doing what they want, the people will continue to 

speak wel.L of him, l-Ie may then conclude that by this time Nostromo himself 

is in the fullest awareness of the idea that conviction alone without action 

1·rill not help. Thus, by this time the conviction has seriously stirred him 

to act in order to keep his reputation among the people, 

At this point, it might be tempting to say that either Nostromo is 

too dogmatic or he lacks advice from the people and that is why he is highly 

convinced of his action, Nostromo is advised but because his conviction is 

very meaningful to his existence he is firm within his conviction. There ·is 

an occasion >~hen the sick Mrs. Giorgio >Tarns Nostromo against >That she con-

siders a vain reputation: 

"They have turned your head >~ith praises; they have been paying 
you with wrds. Your folly shall betray you into poverty, misery, 
starvation. The very leperos shall laugh at you--the great Cap
ataz .nl3 

In response Nostromo simply denies being an insignificant youth any longer. 

Nostromo is beginning to assert himse>lf as a man ~;ho can act upon his very 

own conviction. We can say that Nostromo tells Mrs. Giorgio that she should 

not try to mingle his opinion with hers. Nostromo maintains that he wants 

to do things according to his convictions. 

'lie can see that as long as Nostromo keeps >Ti thin the frame11ork of his 

conviction he does not have any cause to regret what he considers his perfect 

existence. Even at a time ~;hen the silver is believed to have sunk, >Then 

13Ibj.d., p. 284. 
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Don Carlos asks i'iostromo what he (Carlos) can do to help him materially. 

Nostromo replies that he does not need any material help because his vl8alth 

is embodied in reputation and not in silver. Probably we can understand the 

reply better in Nostromo 1 s very own words when he says, 11 My name is known 

from one end of Sulaco to the other, what more can you do for me? 1114 

Charles Gould is another character who firmly initially establishes a 

conviction of hi.s own. His conviction is the necessity of engagement in an 

activit,y that will lead to the happiness of other people. Like most English

men,. Gould thinks of himself as a comple'tely practical person. He realizes 

that the only thing he can do to let his conviction have a good footing is 

to operate a silver mine. Because of his conviction, and because he realizes 

the success of the mine will be the success of his conviction, he will not 

let anything stand between himself and the successful operation of the mine. 

A review of the history of the Jan Tom{ silver mine will explain Gould's 

establishment of conviction better. Gould's father had been made to accept 

the San Tom~ silver mine in payment of forced loans that he made to the gover

nment. l!:verybody then was actually convinced that the mine was worthless, 

and as a final blow the contract requi.red "that the concession-holder should 

pay at once' to the r,overnment five years 1 royalties on the esti.mated out-

put of the mine. 1115 Before long the concession had really ruined elder Gould. 

As a warning, he wrote his son C1·1ho was then in England) entreating him not 

to return to Costaguana or to claim any part of his legacy there. The father's 

entreaty is of no use because "by the time he is twenty Charles Gould had in 

his turn, fallen under the spell of the San Tomd mine. ul6 

14!_bid., p. 51!6. 

15Ibid., p. 589. 

16
Ibiq,, p. 64. 

-; .... ~J": 
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Charles Gould set out to make the mine a great success not with any 

particular idea of achieving great personal uealth; he is convinced that 

the mine should be made a serious and moral success in the light of making 

other people happy, 

There is no doubt for a large part of the novel, that Charles Gould 

is on the right course,and because of his conviction he provides the only 

real stability that forms the temporary happiness that the country has ever 

had, 1·/e can probably understand the way his conviction helps him to embark 

on a good program by considering the wording of his manifesto1 

11Hhat is Hanted here is la~;, good faith, order, security, Anyone 
can declaim about these things, but I pin my faith to material 
interests, Only let the material interests once get a firm foot
ing, and they are bound to impose the conditions on Hhich only 
they can continue to exist. That's hm; your money-makin:g is 
justified here in the face of la1dessness and disorder. It is 
justified because the security Hhich it demands must be shared 
with an oppressed people, A better justice will come afterHard:!J7 

In the foregoing vieH of Charles Gould, we should not be deluded by his 

statement that he pins his faith on material interests, By expressing this 

idea, Gould does not Jnean that he is completely interested in lll!'terial in-

terests for the sole purpose of appropriating the profits from-the mine to . . 

himself, I think that what he is sayiBg is that his interest is the happi

ness of the people; therefore, as long as the people are interested in the 

Health coming out of the mine, he will struggle as much as possible to 

establish the mine on a successful basis. Briefly, Gould·is saying that 

he.pins his interest in whatever will be a source of happiness to the people, 

It may be wrong to say that Charles• GoUld disobeys his father. Gould 

believes that his father did not operate the mine in a proper >lay, and there-

fore the failure of his father came as a result of the mismanagement of the· 

mine, Furthermore, Charles thinks that the mismanagement of the mine came 

l ?.Ibid, , 92 93 PP• - • 

, ...... {~ 
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as a result of the father's 'lack of a technical training. But because 

Charles Gould has become a mining engineer with the youthful dynamic 

aspirations in him, his own ambitions (convictions) are to master the mine 

and thereby better the condition of the poor masses in Sulaco. Conrad 

remarked Gould 1 s dynamic action: 

By the time he was t~renty Cha~les Gould had, in. turn, fallen 
under the s oell of the San T,;m~ mine. But :i.it >ras another form 
of enchantment, ~ifferent from his father'~ more suitable to 
his youth, into whose magic formula there entered hope, vigor, 
and self-coni:idence, instead of ;~eary indignation and despair, 
Left after he was twenty to his own guidance (exoept for the 
severe injunction not to return to Castaguana), he had pursued 
his studies in Belgium and France with the idea of qualifying 
for a mining engineer, ••• Mines had acquired for him a dra~ 
matic interest. He studied thej.r pecularities from a personal 
point

8
of view, too, as we would study the varied characters of 

men,l 

Moreover, Charles Gould thinks that the father's lack of managerial 

ability also accounts for the failure of the mine, He says of his .father, 

"I think sometimes that poor father takes a wrong view of that San Tom6 

business,nl9 Conrad continued Charles Gould's opinion about his father's 

failure by saying: 

Charles feared that Mr. Gould, senior, was wasting his s·~rength 
and making himself ill by his effort to get rid of the concess1on, 
"I fancy that this is not the k:~!ld of handling it requires," he 
musea aloud, as if to himself,20 

Consequently Charles starts to transform the failure of his fath8r into 

a success for the period that he is loyal, obedient, and courageous to his 
I· 

,conviction, Everybody knows of Gould 1 s success; thus ~rhile describing Gould's 

success to Sir John, the chief engineer remarks: 

18Jb'. -
~., pp. 64-65. 

19 . . Ib1d,,- p. 66, 

20
Ibid, 

I 
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11 rtis @ould '~ rwactical o~mershi. o of t he .:ian romcf silvr->r mil'l'e 
gives h:im a s;Jeclal oosition . IIC s ·>ems to have the ear of 
every Provine i.al aut!J0~it.r a .Jp3.rentl f , and as J said t he can 
wind all t h(-> h:irlal~os of tn~ orovince r .und his littl<> fin?ers .n21 

Desnite h.i.s f;n.her ' s objection to h:is s~n ' s inh<>ritance of the mi.l""'r> 

and des~ite t.he ser:i~s of blood~' rPvolutions , GouJ.rl :is ablP to achi":?ve his 

conviction of the nr->ed for mak:in~ nP.onle ha~ov. Chqrles :is renowned for 

his achievement; if he had l:i sten~d to his fath ~r ' s warn:inr , he·would not 

have been able to create h:i s very 'Jwn identi t.Y throw~h h:i s conviction . 

Ch~rles then should h~ve f all<>n s hort of Conrad ' s expectation t ha t 0nP. 

could only create his own identity by actin~ noon his conviction . 

fhPr.e i.s no <>vid"'n~'"l in t ne c ontents of the book t o illustrate that 

Gould broods over his convinced action a s long as he operates within t he 

frnmevmrk of h:i s conviction . I'he narrator tE>lls ns about Goul d at this 

time : . '1 HP. (!JouJ£\ felt that the wortniness of Ufe was bound up -...n tn success . 

l'here was no r~o:i n.R hack. 11 22 Fro·n the br.~inni.ns of his conviction and up to 

th:i $ t i me , Gould r ealizes that for li.fe to b<> me;:~.ningful one must li Vf'! fo r 

a convir.tion because tne convic t.i(ll1 w:i ll evpntually giv"l a motive force 

and radicAl a +,t;i.turl"l that vTill ~ive Jife me;1ninP" , direction·and.coherence, 

a nd thereby; permit one t •J maintain his humanity. 

Dec0ud , another man of conviction, had been described by F. R. Leavis23 

as a oerson wi t n the voice of sceptical :intnlli.gencF> who had no faith in 

anythi.nB but his own doings . His conviction i s that only t .e one loved can 

be trusted . It is tne r »fore the love of the gir l , Antonia , t hat dominates 

21Jbj d . , n . !16 . 

22Ibid . , !> · 9lt. 

23Leavis, I'he C'rreat '.I'radition_, p . 192 . 



"1· 
.::~lm0st.-"'ar·reri r.onvicticn rnay rlr;vp Fl ma11 . 11 

f\. t, the sarrt"" tim~ t.h!J.t. f\prn J!i T,rlJ~t:.s Ant.r:mia ~ hP ::t.lso r"l'11 izoc; i.bat. 

th" rorwi.c t:i on must n0t nnl,y b':? ·1erbaJ. h•Jt act.i ''P bP. fnrP it. can oe mean -

i nc;ful t.o him anrl to thP ohs"lr·;prs . rhP HP'T th:lT. 1lr>roncl actc; his C0l1Vir -

tion ;s not t o hPlievc any ot~~r r.harart0r ovro~t An t nnia ~hnm he loVPS . 

ri-tns thr t1'1l,f OPT'S~I'\ t hat, 1-)p hplieVPS anrl thinks ,.-.f is -~·· tnnia , ?erha'JS 

lrv~ and trust in hAr whon bP PX~rns~PS his rlesirP towarrl h~r : 

II rhPre i '3 nnt Ping I ;.J('lJ] rl not ri o for tho sa l{n of hnt"'li a . 
i'bPr" is r·othi.n-~ }_ am n0" nr~"l"-"t r~<i t.11 'lndPr+.:. Lco . lrlPr "' is 
"1~ rjr:k I rtlTl Wlt rn::t.~·r t-o rnn .u ?:;> 

Wr sr>e t-hnt ,0 VP r\T l•i t. nf "'Vid"nC:P sh0WS that the political rolP. that 

D<>co,u"' •11Rys is bas<>d on his l'>ve f0r Antonia . •'rc>d•.:>r ir.k Karl n0terl 

f)ncoud ' r. conviction and he P;nrPfsnd it as f0l]0v1 s : 

rhn Jlill1"'~ AS hE' G P.co··0 n"'~wc:, is a farrr . '(pt hPt'Llllsn 
? f i1 nto:1:i.a ' lC finds hinsclf corr.mitt.Pci to s0~"".et. ;n,. ho ran 
rml r scorn . : oelri n,~ thP icloal i.sts and cc-nt"motnon~ nf thn 
r')nl.i.~ts , •l<>rr'·~rl mn~t f't;:Jl <>rlr~t t"'at. hie: .1cti')n ~rmvic 
ti.cnJ l ikP Vv1 .~,., of ot"Pl'c:, 'lr"' alr,,.., 11 clati1Pt:l i.g thf' fair 
roh'!S of -"l'1 id••::, '1- - lov" r0r \nt'1nia :\v r:>lla'1'1f> . 2. 

j,uld whe t,her his idea :i .s for SF>para tion ; trno t? his c onviction , Dec~ud re ~lies : 

---------
2 11 r~0nnrl} h:.; r,r~!2'2 ' n . 2?1. 

25rhid ., ~ . 236 . 

26frPdedrk t1 . Karl , A I.Paci"r ' s .--;,Jicle to Jo-;noh :oPrad (\~·;~York : 
r'arrar , :-)traus and ~ ; rnux, 1 'Jbof, :J . i6o. 

, __ , ,,. 



113 en:trati. on of course, Yes; Separation of thP whole Occident a l 
" '"ovinr.e frY!! t 'l.e rest of tne unanict bod r . but my true id~a 
(Eon vic tinii), t hP. o!'ll,V on .., T care for , is not. t 0 be s e n"lra ted 
frnm Anton i.a . u27 

.n.ft er he fini shos these statements , i'lrs . lj -:mld asks him HhethPr tnat is all 

h"' cares for , anrl :,P r eplies a •'ain, 11 rtbsolut.elv . T am not deceivin; myself 

about mv mo tives G onvi ctioi]. u28 

At the same time , i n an ironi cal form, Decourl confesses his convict ion 

t o Antonia, becaus e while proclaimim~ hi s motivat~d patrotic doctrine to 

Antonia , n~ aPclares : 

11 rJe occidentals , 11 said !·Jartin Decoucl , usin~ the usual terms 
the provindals of Sular0 apnl i ed to tne :nsc->lves . 11 hava always 
been rl i.stinct and separated •• • • ·~Jp hav"'l the ~reatest. ri~hos , 

the ~rea test f ert ility, tho m1rest blood in our gr eat familv, 
th"' rnost lah0rious pnp11l<1 t inn . I'he oec i ciental province s l"vml d 
st,a.,d aJ.one . fne P.arl·r fp r.e r:lli sm ~•as not. b.::trl for ns . :'hen 
came this •mi "'Tl whicn L'lr- '1 ··....,.,riane r e si s t "' rl . Tt openod t .llP 
ro:'lr to trrann·r ; ami ovo ~ s; '1Ce tl-te r est o f ~0stapnana >,.:p"~s 

li lrp a :r~illston£> r ound 011~ nPcks . ~"' nrrid~"ntal tnrritorv is 
lar;:;p Pnourr n t.o Man an;r Man ' s countr:r . Look at t he mountains ! 
Natu.,..e it.sel .f seems to err to us ' separate ! tu 29 

I'he iron:r here which is unkno•,.rr1 t o Antonia is t hat llecoud r Palizes that 

it is only the s eparation of t 11e occ iden+.al urovince that can he l o hj m to 

perfect his love in .\ntonia and ther .:b ., marry her . tie can see that 'Jncoucl 

is kept in ' ~os taf"uana only b:t his love for Antonia ; he engar,ed in political 

act.ivit:r so'le1y to vrin her affPct.ion . 

Furthermoro , that, .l)pc oud pla·rs any political r ole for tne sakP. of 

Antonia can be understood from his r emarks whe n he and Nostromo a r e enlist-

ed to save t ne siJ ··er : 

--27, d 
vonra , . ~ostromo , n . 218 . 

29
.!_bid ., ro. 203- 20h . 
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"The incorruptible Capataz de Cargadores is the man for that 
•mrk; and I, the man with a passion, but without a mission, 
I go with him to return to play my part in the farce to the 
end, and if successful to receive my re;1ard, which no one 
but Antonia can give me. n30 

Because Decoud loves no one but .~tenia, he thinks that even if his 

journey m.th Nostromo is successful toward saving the silver, nobody 

can give him any reward except Antonia, because it is she alone that he 

believes and it is he whom she believes, too. 

Frederick Karl said, 11 Decoud after admitting his devotion [}onvlctio!!J 

to Antonia cannot believe seriously even his own being,n31 What Karl seemed 

to be saying is that Decoud 1 s conviction toward loving Antonia is so great 

that he can hardly believe in himself, Therefore, we can safely say that 

Decoud does all he can do to keep hi.s conviction of loving Antonia. For the 

entire period that Decoud stays by his conviction, he experiences joy and 

even regards himself as the happiest of all men, "Is it, perhaps, because I 

am the only man t~ith a definite idea in his head ... ? 11 32 I think it a mis

take to d-escribe Decoud as a man without any ideal purpose. Surely, the 

happiest and most honest man is the one who believes in his otm doings and 

Hho does not stand in the way of another man's progress, Of course that is 

what Conrad' suggested, 

One may be misled to think that because Decoud acts as if everything 

outside the range of his thoughts and feelings is unworthy of serious recog-

nition, he then does not cooperate, He does, in fact, cooperate with the 

situation and other characters in the novel. As long as human cooperation 

31Karl, A Reader's Guide to Joseph Conrad, Nostromo, p, 161. 

32Ibid., p. 255. 
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does not .rob him of his conviction, he does all he can to support Conrad's 

idea of human solidarity, In fact, Osborn Andreas realizes this when he 

said, "Decoud and Honygham are the two most meaningful characters in the 

novel, and in their disparate destinies are to be found the hidden core 

of Conrad's feeling about the necessity of the group-tie for individual, 11 33 

If Decoud had not cooperated, he would not have followed Nostromo on that 

venture that eventually took his (Decoud'~ life, \ihat I am really saying 

is this: Decoud sticks to his conviction and· also cooperates <lith other 

characters. And as far as Conrad's idea of human solidarity and being true 

to self are concerned, Decoud is a true Conradian character. But why and 

hm-1 he deviates from his conviction is a poj.nt for clarification in Chapter 

Three. 

Hrs. Emily Gould has been described as a kind and generous woman, 

She is kind to her social inferiors as well as her equals. Her conviction 

is that she should try as much as it is within her power to alleviate any 

human problem both physically, socially and psychologically among the people 

of Sulaco, Karl remarked of her conviction: 

i\lhile Gould and his cohorts deal with the solidarity of the mine 
and it.s various compensations, she 11rs. Gould is concerned with 
human oroblems, with feelings that'·perforce run counter to the 
mine.34 

We therefore can say that Mrs. Gould is the only one among the major char-

acters who has human feelings and <rho is willing to accept herself as such, 

33
osborn Andreas, Joseph Conrad: A Study_ in !~on-Conformity (London: 

Vision Press Limited, 1959), p. 95. 

34Karl, A Reader's Guide to Joseph Conrad, p. 157, 

.·. 
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:Curthermor e, Conrad made it cl ear tha t -..rhen .tvlr . Gould is thinking of 

his grand des ign i n t he mine, ~~s . Gould is primarily concerned with social 

amenities f or the suff er i ng mass~s . What she has in mind is that the poor 

c onditi on of t he suf ferin'{ masses should be j mproved . Decoud notes !•Irs . 

Gould's effort to improve the peopl e ' s condition \vhen he addresses her : 

11 Think al so of your hospitals , of your schools , of your ailing 
mothors and feebl e old men, of all that population which you 
and your husband have br ''Ught i nto the rocky ~orr;e of San Tom~. 
Are you not r esponsible to your conscience for all t hose people •.• ?35 

\Vhile talking to Sir John concerni ng Hhat her hus band and she want for the 

people of Sulaco, Mrs . Goul d says : 

11My husband \ianted the railway, 11 Hrs. Gould said to Sir John 
in the P,eneral murmur of r esumed conver sations . "All this 
brings nearer the sort of futu r e we desire for the country, 
which has ~,,aited for it in sorrow long enoueh, C'rod knows . But 
I will confess that the other day , durin~ my afternoon drive 
when I suddenly saw an Indian boy ride out of a wood \fl th the 
r ed f lag of a surveying party in his hand , I :elt somethtne of 
a shock. The future means change--an utter change •••• u3b 

itrs . Gould r ealizes that for life to be meaningf ul and for dehumanization 

not to attend one ' s way, one should keep to his conviction. She also real-

izes that keeping to one ' s conviction alone is not enough , but the continued 

activation of the conviction is a mus t . I t is on the basis of her r ealizing 

this that she sa·ro , 11For l ife to b e l ar ge and full , it mus t contain the care 

of the pas t and of the fu ture i n ever y passing moment of the present . Our 

daily work must be done to the gl ory of the dead and for the good of thos e 

liho come a f t er ."37 

36Ibid ., pp. 132-133. 

37Ibid ., p . 582. 



That one ' s conviction shoul d not prod him t o help only t he l i ving, 

bu t b oth the dead and the li vim; , is evidenced by wha t 11rs . Gould says in 

the l a s t paragr Cl.ph . In fact , s ome of l'lrs . Gould ' s r efl ections s ound very 

much like what Conrad s aid in such places as the Pref ace to Th~Nigg~r of 

the Narciss~, particularly when she expr esses the thouGht t hat thei r 

"daily work must be done to the glory of t he dead and for the E;Ood of those 

who come after . " Her idea here s e ems almost to be a specific example of 

the solidarity "which binds toge ther all humanity ••• the dead t o the living 

and the living t o the unborn. 'r3B l1rs . Gould realizes that if one does not 

use his knowledge and understanding to adhere t o hi s conviction, one will 

lose hi s humani ty . vie ar e going to s ee in Chapte r Three of t hi s stud .)' hov1 

her conviction of t he need of helping humanity through knowlP.dge and under-

standing makes her one of the two characters who do not completely lose their 

j ndi viduali ty. 

Describing Dr. :1·1onyghrun, Lee Hhitehead said , "Dr. Monygham's fear of 

life , his ideal conception of his dis f,race , had kept him aloof, but he too, 

i s committed , the ironic r eversal of c ommitment in his case bringing him 

closer to the human community a gain . rr 39 Conrad • s narrator, too, described 

Dr. Honygham: 

3Bconrad , Preface to The Ni ~;ger of t he Narcissus , p . xii . 

39 
Lee M. \•/hitehead , "Nostromo: The Tragic "I Jea11 , Nineteenth Cenutry 

Fiction, XXIII (1969) , 463 . 
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~'eoplc believe him scornful and soured. 'rhe truth of his 
nature consisted in his capacity for passion and in the sen
sitiveness of his temperament. r,.rnat he lacked 1V'as the polished 
callousness of men of the ;mrld, the callousness from Hhich 
springs an easy tolerance for oneself and others; the tolerance 
''ide as !JOles asunder from true sympathy and human compassion-
this want of callousness accounted for his sardonic turn of 
mind and his biting speeches.LO 

The descriptions of' Dr. Honygham by Whitehead and Conrad's narrator are 

very apt for this time of Dr. Honygham 1 s life, but they are not apt for 

his earlier life, He Has a dynamic medical o!ficer, "There could be no 

. doubt of his ihtelUgence.... It ;ras known that many years before, when 

quite young, he had been made by Guzman Bento chief medical offj_cer of the 

army ."41 But it is the bitter experience that changes him to something 

else. Andreas said of Dr. 11onygham 1 s condition in his later life: 

"Having many years ago bP.en forced by a r>oliti.cal tyrant to confess 
under torture to deeds he had nevFJr committed and to implicate 
others who ;rere innocent, Dr. i'lonygham has ever since been ashamed 
as Hell as embittered and cynical, 11 42 

"Afterwards his story was not so clear,"u3 the narrator declared con-

cerning Dr. Nonygham 1 s case, ~le can them argue that everything hanging 

around his torture is just a reasonable guess. It is alleged that he had 

betrayed his former colleagues in an a·e>ortive conspiracy and then lived Hith 
.. 

the shame of that treason. The shame has spoiled his life both physically 

and psychologically. Because of this terrible experience, he has lost all 

faith in himself and all human beings as a whole in political affairs. 

43conrad, i'lostromo, p. 31.!5. 
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Dr. Monygham's conviction then is that he should -stay out of the 

political affairs of Sulaco. This conviction comes as a result of the 

bitter experience he has had in political affairs in the past. But thP.re 

is no separation betHeen political affairs and the silver mine in Sulaco; 

thus He can see that Dr. Monygham does not take active part in the silver 

mine. He stands out of the mine because his past experience shaHs hj_m 

that if he is involved again in the mine Hhich is the political center of 

activity in Sulaco, he is gain~ to be complet-ely dehumanized. The doctor 

knoHs that to take part i.n polH1.cal affairs of the IiUne is nothing but · 

an investment in material interests, and he knows at the same time that 

such ventures are the a_uick<Jst way of losing one's humanity. It is the 

realization of th1.s dehumanizing element in political affairs stemming 

from material interest that makes Dr. Nonygham express th1.s opinion to 

Mrs. Gould: 

"No!" interrupted the doctor. "TherP. is no peace and rest in 
the development of material interests. They have their law and 
their ,jusM.ce. But it is founded on exped:i.ence and is inhuman; 
it is 1<ithout rectitude, 1-rithout the continuity and the fo}:"ce 
that nan be .found only in a moral principle. 11rs, Gould, the time 
approaches when all that Gould concession stands for shalL weigh as 
heavily upon the peo!'le a.s thP. barbarism, cruelty and m5.srul.e of 
a few years back. 11 Uli . ' . 
Dr. Monygham reaHzAs the dual adverse effects of political interests 

>rhich givP. birth to material interests. First, as explained before, they 

dehumanized and second, any achievement attained i.s not a lasting one. Karl 

noted this when he said: 

\.Jhen Gould dies, as Dr. Honygham realizes, all. semblancA of 
moral principle, no matter how righteous and short-si.ghted it 
is, ~<i.ll die with him and anarchy will once more disrupt 
Sulaco. 45 

44 Ibid., p. 571. 

b5 Karl, A Reader's Guide to Joseph Conrad, p. 165. 
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In a better sense, ><e can see that Dr. Nonygham is saying that poli.tical 

int.erest.s with a sustained moral nrinciple, contain the seed of their own 

destruction. 'fo quote Karl again: 

In its psychological. and political connotations the mine rclothed 
wit~ po~i tical act~ vi !·i":l ~uggests at least two side~ o/-conrad •s· 
belJ.ef 1.n moral prl.nc:tple; 1.t demonstratgs that sustaJ.ned moral 
princiole can work for mrhile toward bettering man Hhile also · 
containing_, paradoxically, the seeds of its oWn destruction.h6 

It is because Dr. Monygham realizes the temporariness of the success of 

the poli.tical interests and their everlasting dehumanization, that he ·is 

convinced he should stay aloof from political interests. 

Because Dr. Monygham establishes his conviction, and because he acts 

faithfully and courageously upon his conviction, his role in life is to be 

a happy spectator of political life and not a participant in it. Conse-

quently, his past bitter experience is transformed to happiness. And 

because of his CO)Wiction he i.s able to be loyal to humanity as a whole. 

"There was a great fund o.f loyalty in Dr. Honygham's nature,nh7 the narr-

ator declares. I am sure l.f he had not establl.shed a conviction and acted 

on it, he .would have been brooding over his former bitter. experience through-

out his entire li.fe. 

If we trace the VTays and manners in VThich those five characters es-

tablj,sh their common concP.rn-convictions <~e will notice onP. common element 

1-1hich they all have. They all l<ant to do things that they think fit. accord-

j_ng to their own belief VTi thout. unnecessarily borrmting other people 1 s 

opinions.. It might be a misunderstanding of their conviction if ~re vapidly 

46KarJ:, A Reader's Guide to Joseph Conrad, p. 166. 

~7 
Conrad, ·Nostromo, p. ul8. 
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conclude that. there is nothing that others learn i'rom them and that they 

do not learn from others. They influence others and others influence them, 

too. But the only quality that helps them all to uphold the strengths of 

their convictions i.s that they only cooperate when necessary, but they _never 

blindly concur with anything that will efface the glory oi' their conviction, 

I personally believe that it is because of these characters clinging 

to that initial idea of 11 \oJheresoever it leads me, I will follow" that the 

reading audience is led to praise the courage, loyalty, sacrifice and obed

ience of the characters to their conviction. 

' ,. ' ' ' 



·~ilAPr3R III 

'THE R!!:sUL'l'S OW THE CHAiUCTP:R.S 1 ABILITY TO K~<;;:? TO THEIR 
SETTLED CONVICTI0;1S MJD ALSO THE RESTJL TS OF THE CHARACTERS 1 

INABHITY TO KEF.P TO THEIR CONVICTIONS 

Up t,o a certain point,, the fi V"l ma,j or charactP.rs considered in Chapter 

Two aspire as much a~· humanly possible to live ;li thin the· frame1<ork of their 

settled convictions. 11any and varied problem~ come to them. Their reactions 

toward thesfl problems initially seem to suggest that they practice the biblical 

doctrine that "no man, having put his hand to the plough, and, looldng back, 

is fit for the Kingdom of God, 111 the plough, in this instance, being the 

conviction. 'fuey all act in such a way that we can say that their settled 

convictions are their Kingdom of Salvation in a complex 1-10rld. Their common 

understanding up to this point is their realization that the fate ~f each 

man is determined not by the po1<er of external forces but by individual com-

mi tment to a convictj on. They also realize that man has a choice in his 

commitment to a conviction, eithP.r a choice that can help him to keep his 

selfhood o'r one that can dehumanize him. Because everyone of tl]e five char-

acters considered in Chapter ~~o makes a right choice to keep to his conviction 

up to a point, none of them loses his humanity up to that point. 

I believe that Conrad ;mntecl his characters to be the admirers and doers 

of what John Stuart Hill emphasized in his essay "Of the Liberty of Thought 

-and Discussion." Hill said, "If we were never to act on our o>m opinions, 

because those opinions may be wrong we. should leave all our interests uncared 

for, all our duties unperformed."2 

1Luke 9: 626. 

2Charles ~1. Eliot ed., The Haryard Classics: John_ Stuart Mill, Thomas 
Carlyle, XXV (New York: P. F. Collier & Son Corporation, 1937), p. 2_13. 
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l'lhat Hill was saying is that even if our action is wrong, we should not 

entertain any fear in acting according to our settled convictions. In the 

case of the five characters considered, they all act with the full conviction 

that what thef do is true for the guidance of their conduct. It is because 

of their being faithful to their convictions that the reader praises them 

initially. 

But because this norld is too large for man and because man 1 s action in 

the world in which he is decoyed is unpredictable, three of the five char-

acters previously discussed fail to continue to live up to their settled con-

victions. These characters are: Charles Gould, Hartin Decoud and Nostromo. 

By the time that these three characters start to repudiate their conviction, 

·they forget that it is by maintaining one's already established settled con-

viction that he can maintain his humanity ~nthin himself and also in the eyes 

of the observers •. 

Furthermore, most likely these characters completely forget what Conrad 

was always emphasizing. iolhat Conrad emphasized which they forget could be 

clearly seen in what Hill said in his essay, "On Individuality as One of the 

Elements of ilellbeing." Hill said, 11A people it. appears, may be progressive 
,., 

for a certain length of time and then stop. ·v/hen does it stop'/ When it 

ceases to posses individuality. 11 3 In a sense Mill was saying that once a 

person adheres to his very own idea of things, he is happy and satisfied but 

once he deviates from his original idea (conviction) of things, he ~rill lose 

feeling for others, for himself and at the same time it may be hard for him 

to embark on anything in life again which can make life meaningful to him. ~/hen 

one becomes a victim of deviating from his conviction, because of the effects 

Jibid., p. 266. 
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of this deviation, He can say that the person is irreversibly dehumanized 

because he cannot go back to repair the wrong and he has also lost the hope 

of any better future. 

Ho>r does Charles Gould deviate from his conviction and what are the 

consequences of his deviation? These are the questions to be c·onsidered. 

Charles Gould has been praised up to this point for transforming his 

father's failure to a grand success most especially in making the mine as a 

rockbed for the happiness of the people of Suiaco. His identity as "King 

of Sulaco" is established more firmly than ever at the end of the novel, and 

yet his estrangement from the other characters in the story, including his 

1-rife, is almost complete. The isolation stems from his excessive idealism 

(conviction). The thing that he idealizes is productive, but the ideal pressed 

as it is beyond all reasonable limit, is impersonal and asocial. This alien

ation from the ot.her characters is not the result of any breach of faith, as 

such, but there is more than one indication in the novel that 1-1hen Gould 

"pins his faith to material interest"U he is putting it in the Nrong place 

because his faith (conviction) is originally in human interest--seeking for 

the happiness of man. 

Originally Gould pins his faith upon material interest as a means toward 

helping humanity, but now that he is regarding material interest as an end 

in itself, he begins to lose his humanity very rapidly. 

We also see that Charles Gould's exhaustion with dealing with the political 

necessities that surround the mine has led to his withdra>dng from the world 

of his wife. A former loyal person in the pursuit of human happiness has been 

blindly corrupted by the mine. In describing his former adherence to his con

viction and the sudden deviation from the settled conviction, the narrator says: 

4conrad, Nostromo, p. 92. 

. . 



His taciturnity, assumed VTith a purpose, had prevented him from 
tampering openly VTith his thoughts, but the Gould concession had 
corrupted his judgement.... The mine had corrupted his judge
ment by making him sick of bribing and intriguing merely to have 
his VTork left alone from day to day.S 

If Gould had realized that to bribe and intrigue the government is to encourage 

the perpetuation of the unhappiness of the masses, he would probably have under-

stood that he VTas rapidly losing his conviction of keeping the suffering masses 

happy. Thus the man of a settled conviction is absorbed by his interest in the 

mine and not in the man, and he falls a prey to "that subtle conjugal infidelity 

through VThi.ch his wife {ind humanitiJ vlSre no longer the sole mistress {!nd 

convictioil of his thoughts. 11 6 

Gould's problem might have been a lack of flexibility. If he had been 

flexible enough, he VTOuld perhaps have knovm how be could operate the mine 

VTithout being effaced of his conviction. Perhaps 'rillyard was correct in this 

regard VThen he de. scribed Gould as the iragic hero 1vho lacked flexibility. Till-

yard suggested that Hhat the story indicates about Gould is "not that his ideal-

ist experiment Hith the mine was a mistake, doomed from the beginning, but 

that it involved a greater risk which only a consummate self-knoHledge and 

adaptability could be safe from."? 

By seif-knowledge, I think Tilly~~d meant conviction. Of course, when 

Gould possessed the conviction, he 1vas known as a successful person. Nol-l that 

the self-knowledge (conviction) is gone, he becomes a failure to hjmself-and 

in the e.yes of those who previously admired and praised him. HP. is a failure 

Sr. b-:d ___ 1.06 
---'!:.;_., p. ~ • 

6 
Ibid,, p. u07. 

7E. M. W, Tillyard, The Epi.G Stra.i.n in The English Novel (Fair L!n-m, 
· New Jersey: Essential Books, Inc., 19~8), pp. 5-6. 
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because his intgrcst ·in the mine by the time that he deviates from his 

original interest in the happiness of the peopl·e is totalJ..y opposed to his 

conviction. The people hate him for this. lie too does not have any human 

feeling ap;ain. There is no hope of his going back to his conviction and 

there is no hope of a happy future, He is only attached to the. m5.ne, the 

attachment which makes him lose all human feeling. I'he narrator describes 

the· public opinion t01·mrd Gould at the time that the interest of the mine 

has displaced that of human interest·: 

To him l];oul1] as to all of us, the compromise with his conscience 
appeared uglier than ever in the light of faHure,, the Gould 
concession had insidiously corrupted his judgement,8 

Because Gould has deviated from his conviction, because this deviation makes 

him lose feelings for himself and others, because he is not prepared to return 

to his conviction, and because there is no better hope for the future in his 

attachment to the_ mine, he is therefore irreversl.bly dehumanized, 

Mrs. Gould realizes when and how her husband begins losing his individ-

' 
. uali ty. "We can assume that her at·mreness of her husband 1 s losing of in-

di viduali ty begins •~hen she contemplates her husband: 

Charles Gould 1 s fits of· abstraction depicted the energetic· con
centration of a wiil haunted by a.fixed idea rconvictio~. A 
man haunted by a fixed idea is insane. He is~angerous even if 
that idea is an idea of justice; for may he not bring the heaven 
down pitilessly upon a loved head,9 

\rlhat Conrad was persistently sa.ying--that because the world is too large for 

man, man should wisely·and courageously face his problem s.a a;s to maintain his 

B,, d .,, ) os 1. 6 uonra .• "ostromo, pp. 1 -uO , 

9Ibid,, p, h22, 
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selfhood is revealed in the foregoing quotation. What Conrad said in the 

foregoing quotation is that men are victimized not only by a mistaken con-

viction but by a right conviction mistakenly operated. From what happens 

to Gould then, we may conclude that .. the surest and quickest way to lose 

one's humanity is to run away from one's previously noble way of heeding 

one's conviction. 

·rnus it is clear that because Charles Gould cannot pass the ordeal of 

this complex world, his original struggle to show himself approved unto his 

conviction is dead, The death of this struggle makes the observers change 

,their original praise to dispraise. 

Our interest then emerges in the way that Conrad finally presented 

Charles Gould, Since to Conrad truth was something elusive, he did not 

make any authorially derogatory comments by blaming .Gould for deviating 

from his origina~ conviction. He only presented Gould by describing his 

final action precisely so that the reader getsthe same impression as the 

character. 

In hi's. estimation of how Nostromo deviates from his conviction, Whitehead 

described Hhat surprised him and the reader: 

He giv'es up his position as Capataz de Cargadores and ·even reverts 
to his real name, l<~danza: 11 I'he Capataz is undone, destroyed. There 
is no more Capa taz 11 (436). In the eyes of the world he is still 
successful but he has a guilty secret now;£:~left Decoud ten days 
to commit suicide ,10 

ive can say that Nostromo''s decision is arrived at painfully, and when it 

finally emerges, it is the result of many forces, including the conversation 

with Itrs, Viola, the advice of Dr. Monygham and his own torturous self-exami-

nation as he discovers the possibility of keeping the hidden treasure for 

himself, 

10 

p. 469. 
iVhitehead, "Nostromo: The Tragic "idea", Nineteenth Century Fiction, 
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vJhen Nostromo makes up his mind to keel) the hidden treasure for himself, 

one l·mnders why he should forget his conviction that "a good name is better 

that gold and riches," ti01~ever, if one realizes ho1< l<ostromo discovers 

hol< he has been exploited by the rich people of Sulaco, one's wonder l<ill 

vaporize immediately. 

The rest of Nostromo's career is determined by that great decision, and 

there is a great deal of pathos in the ,;ords that he speaks as he is dying, 

He says, "I die betrayed-bett'ayed-,nll But'he does not say by l<hom or by 

l~hat he is betrayed. Unfortunately, l~os.tromo fails to realize that by de-

viating from his original conviction, he has undoubtedly betrayed himself, 

There is one point when ~rostromo rationalizes his deviation from his 

conviction, The narrator tells us: 

\·Jhat he (thstromc] had heard Giorgio Viola say once Has very 
true, Kings, mi.nisters, aristocrats, the rich in general 
kept the people in poverty and subjection; they kept them as 
they kept dogs t~ fight and hunt for their service,l2 

The dehumanhing pat,tern of Nostromo is deeply rooted fn the fact that the 

Capataz "sees" to a certain extent but does not see clearly; he sees that 

"his fidelity has been taken advantage of, nl3 but he is unable ·.~o see that 

in the complex political structure in which he exists, the exploitation of 

the rich on the poor happens as an inevitable matter, but one should use 

his conviction with courage and loyalty so that the exploitation of the rich 

might not rob him of his conviction, 

llconrad, Nostromo, p, 623, 

12Ibict., p. u63. 

13~., P.P· u66-u67. 



If, on the other hand, Nostromo had realized that it is the same world 

that praises today that will denounce the next day, he would have stayed 

with his conviction ~f upholding the good reputation, but because he thought 

that he was being exploited, he renounced honesty for dishonesty, Of course 

Captain l'iitchell could not classify Nostromo's exploitation either as a 

"history" or as "a mistake, 11 and he concluded by calling it a fatality, "A 

fatality, if ever there was one,,, , and to my mind he has never been the 

same man since, 1114 Nostromo drops the name he had been known by for so 

long; day by day he becomes more painfully aware of the fatal hold which 

the treasure has upon him, 

Before this time we have been made aware that Nostromo's passionate 

desire to be "well thought of" is what makes him incorruptible, but now 

the sw:lden discovery that he is "nothing to anyone" is what corrupts him 

and causes the disintegration of his personality. He is not able to main-

tain the continuance of that interest, which, whether accepted or rejected 

by the people, would have restored to him his individuality, Nostromo 

cannot preceive any image of himself except in the admiring eyes of other 

people, and when this is no longer possible, he and his image are lost. 

If 1'iostromo had realized that honesty is ah:ays triumphant over dis-

honesty and that a good conscience is better than the determination to 

"gro>T rich slowly11 15 dishonestly, he should have continued to act accord-

ing to his former conviction, But instead of living on his material poverty, 

rich only in reputation, Nostromo prefers to be rich by impure means. The 

lLrb· ct 145 _~_., p. • 

l5Ibid,, P• 562. 
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narrator comments, 11 Nostromo had been growing rich very slo1<ly. It was 

the effect of hi.s prudence. uJ.6 By the time that he is growing rich iml)Urely, 

Nostromo can no longer rely on his reputation which has served as the basis 

of his conviction. It is at this point, after he had deviated from his 

original conviction, that the silver takes hold of him. Nostromo realizes 

this too <rhen he says: 

11 'l'het'e is something in a treasure that fastens upon· a man's mind. 
He <rill pra.y and blaspheme and still persevere, and will curse the 
day he ever heard of it, and will let his hour come upon him un
m-rare. He mll see it everytime he closes his eyes. He 1<ill never 
forget it till he is dead--and even then--Doctor, did you ever hear 
of the miserable gdngos on Azuera that cannot die? Ha! Ha! Sail
ors like myself. There is no getting away from a treasure that once 
fastens upon your mind. 1117 

'I'he foregoing statements clearly shm; how Hostromo repudiates his former 

conviction of the desirability of gaining and keeping a good reputation for 

material interests. It is this material interest that finally irreversibly 

dehumanizes him. 

Even though Nostromo continues to transcend his own past achievement 

and saves the Occidental Province in his great ride to Cayta, his thoughts 

remain wi.th the silver. Of course, when he realizes that 1<ith .the death 

of Decoud, he is the only person <rho kt!ows that the silver had not been 

sunk in the lighter, he,,after protracted deliberations, decides not to 

disclose its whereabouts but to use it to enrich himself. But at this time 

of his crucial decision, the San Tom6 mine appears to him hateful and immense, 

lording it by its vast wealth over the valour, the toil, the fidelity of the 

16Ibi;:, p, 584. 

l7Ibid., p, 515-516. 
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poor, over the war and peace and over the labours of the town, the.sea and 

even the campo. From the moment that Nostromo made his decision he is com-

pl9tely corrupted: 

A transgression, a crime, entering a man's existence, eats it up 
like a malignant growth, consumes it like a fever. Nostromo had 
lost peace, conviction ; the genuineness of all qualities 1oas 
d8st.royed. He felt it himself, and often cursed the silver of 
San 'Tom~. His courage, his magnificence, his leisure, his work, 
everything was real. he clung to it with a more tenacious metal 
grip. But he hated the feel of the ingots. Sometimes, after 
putting away a couple of them in his cabin ••• the fruit of a secret 
nic;ht expedition to the Great Isabel, he would look fixedly at 18 his fingers, as if surprised they had left no stain on hi.s skin. 

We are not surprised to see that retributi.on comes to Nost-romo in the 

end. \'/hen he is dying, shot in error by his devoted admirer, Old Viola, 

he tells i~rs. Gould with a symbolic truth, 11 The snver has killed me. 1119 

\ve see that consequently Nostromo 1 s inability to continue with his original 

conviction causes his death. Because of his past admired activities, we 

would expect Nostromo to die the type of death that everyone 1-1ill lament, 

but because he deviates from his conviction and dies dishonorably, not 

many people of his former admirers weep over his death. It is -not surpris-

inc; to note that it is onl,y "the pale photographer" an enterpri~ine; young 

communist, flhO stands by the ~10unded Nostromo. The narrator describes Nos-

tromo 1s piteous condition in these words: 

There was no one with the wounded man but the pale photographer, 
small frail, bloodthirsty, the hate of capitalists perched on a 
high stool near the head of the bed with his knees up and his 

l8Ibid., p. 585. 

19~., p. 624. 
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chin in his hands.. He had been fetched by a comrade (pnly 
oneJ workj.ng la t<:l on the <Tharf, and heard from a negro belong
ing to a lancha that Captain Fidanza had been brought ashore 
mortally wounded. 20 

Nostromo's dehumanization does not end with the loss of individuality 

but. it goes as far as the taking of his lHe. 'l'his happens to him because 

he is not finally loyal, dutiful and courageous to hj.s settled conviction. 

Karl remarked, "By reducing to nonsense Nostromo 1 s one fi~ed idea (J:on

victio~, his reputation and by forcing Decoug into action completely contrary 

.to his temperament and design, the silver has turned everything finally to 

its own ship [i'nd killed h:§J.n21 

Decoud who has transformed passion into duty suddenl~.becomes dehum-

anized irreversibly because he refrains from his conviction of lovjng and 

trusting the patriotic Antonia. Decoud himself says, "rt is G'onvicttsnJ 

like madness. It must. be because it's self-destructive.n22 Conrad said of 

Decoud, "It §mvi'Ctio])seemed to him that every conviction, as soon as it 

became effecttve, turned into that form of dementia gods sent upon those they 

wish to destroy.n 23 Ironically it is no·t Decoud's sticking to his conviction 

that dehumanizes him, as he had thought, but it is his running ·a,,,ay from con-

- viction that dehumanizes him. How is ~couQ dehumanized? He is· dehumanized 

.- because he does not achieve his goal of loving arid trusting Antonia to the 

end of his life; he does not have feelings for other people; he does not 

have positive feeling for his o<m existence again. He finally finds himself 

not fit to live a~ain and consequently after a long deliberation, he commits 

suicide. 

20Ibd:d., p. 627. 

21Karl, A Reader's Guide to Joseph Conrad, p. 162. 

22 Conrad, Nostrorno, p. 221. 

23Ibid. 
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!':vidence shmm that life had lost meaning to Decoud. ~,or .example, 

Antonia, who before Decoud had deviated from his conviction, had been a 

source of ,joy:, hope and achievement to him, suddenly has no more mean-

j_ng before hl.s j_maginatl.on. Conrad's narrator describes Decoud Is condi.tion 

by this time with heart-touching words: 

P-ath his intelligence and his passion ffor Antonia in particulat] 
were swallowed up easily j n this unbrolren solj_tude of \{ai ting 1n th
ont faith. Sleeplessness had robbed his wtll of all enerr,y, for 
he had not slept seven hours in the seven days. His sadness was 
the sadness of a sceptical mind, He behelrJ the universe as a succes
sion of incomprehensible images •••• He no longer dared to think 
of Antonia. She had not survived. Bnt if shP. survived he could 
not face her. And ali exertion SP.P.med senselP.ss,2l.i -

Because there is a. temporary t8st of conviction, Decoud cannot _continue with 

the activation of hi.'s original conviction of loving Antonia unMl death parts 

thP.m, 

\~hen Decoud loves and trusts Antonia, the world i.s very meaningful to 

him. HA does Averything wi.th gusto. But becattsA he is robbed of his con

viction, "He behe;Ld the universe as a succ~ssion of incomprehE>nsible images, 1125 

Anrl before t.he time that Decoud loses his conviction, he makes us believe 

that he cannot part with Antonia, "I cannot. part wit.h Antonj_a,, .• n26 But 

because he. cannot continue 1rith his promise of loving, trusting and not part-

ing from Antonia, Decoud is ready to part from his Antonia, The narrator 

tells us about Decoud at thi.s crucial moment of his Ufe: 

24 . 
Ib50., p. 557. 

25IMd, 

26Ibid,, p. 238. 
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On t.he tenth day, after a nir,ht spent H:i.thout even dozing 
off once (H, had occurred to him t.hat 1\ntonia could not 
possibly have ever loved a being so impalpable as himself), 
the solitude appeared like a e;reat void, and the silence of 
the gulf like a tense, thin coral to ;1hich he hung, suspended 
by both hands, without fear, l<ithout surorise, l·Ti.thout any 
sort, of emotion whatever. Only toHards the evening, in the 
comparative relief of coolness he began to 1<ish that his cord 
Hould snap. fle imagined it snapping ;rith a report as of a 
pistol--a sharp, full crack. And that would he the end of 
him. Be contemplated that eventuality with pleasure, because 
he dreaded the sleepless nights in l'lhich the silence, remaining 
unbroken in th8 shape of a cord to which he hung with both 
hands, vibrated Hith senseless phrases, ~lwa.ys the sam8 but 
utterly incomprehensible, about :~ostromo, Antonia, Barrios, and 
proclamation mingled into an ironical and senseless buzzing.27 

'l'he foregoing quotation shows how Decoud is no more thinld.nr; of Antonia but 

rather planning a sucide. Finally Conrad descd.bed Decoud's final end: 

The stiffness of the fingers relaxed and the lover of Antonia 
Avellanos rolled overboard ;lithout having heard the cord of 
silence snap aloud in the soli tude of the placid eulf, 11hose · 
eli ttering surface remained untroubled by the fall of his body. 28 

·rhe foree"ing evi.dence of Decoud 's repudiation of hj.s conviction illustrates 

that Decoud is a man 1<ho makes a vovr to keep to his conviction but because 

of a temporary test of courage, loyalty and obedience on his conviction 

cannot keep to his vow of adhering to the conviction. But it is those >1ho, 

despite its ordeal, keep to their convictions who may eventually enjoy the 

true mysteriousness of the world and then escape irreversible dehumanization. 

Decoud does not escape irreversible dehumanization because he does not cling 

loyally, .faithfully and courageously to his cpnviction to the end. 

Conrad did not blame Decoud for deviating from his conviction. He only 

makes authorial statements bJ saying: 

27 . 
Ib1d., pp. 557-558. 

28Ibi.d., pp. 560. 
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In our acti.vi ty alone do ''" find the sustaining illusion of 
an independent existence as against the whole scheme of things 
of 1•1hir.h we form a helpless part. Decoud lost all belief in 
the reality of M.s action past and to come ••• , The vague 
consciousness of a misdirected 1 i.fe GonvictioE} r,iven un to 
impulse whose memory left a bitter taste i.n hj_s mouth was the 
first moral s<>ntiment of his manhood •••• Both his intelligence 
and his passion Here swallo•1ed up easily in the great unbroken 
soli tude of waiting 1;i thout faith. 29 · 

Conrad Has saying that the lasting happiness of man may lie in his 

adhering to his conviction and by adhering to one's conviction he will 

finally have an independent. existence, 

Nrs, Gould, too, is on the verge of being dehumanized, At the time 

Hhen she adhered tp her conviction, she distrusted material interest and its 

progress. But eventually she follows her husband in attaching spiritual 

value to the mine. She, at this time of her temptation of being absorbed 

by material interest, starts to place herself above humanity. The value of 

the original personal relations that she arlores then seem to be the values 

of an isolation rather than social and political relationship, Conrad noted 

l1rs. Gould's position at this time of her temptation: 

i•lith a measured Slfish of her long train, flashing 1-Tith je1;els 
and the shimmer of silk, her delicate head bo;1ed as if under 
the weight of a mass· of fair hair, in which the silver threads 
were lost, the "first lady of Sulaco," as Captain Nitchell used 
to deS'cribe her, moved alone the lighted co:·ridor, Healthy be
yond great dreams of 1-Tealth, c_pnsidered, loved, respected, honored 
and as solitary as any human being had ever been perhaps on the 
earth.30 

He see. clearly that Hrs, Gould who, before the time that she is about to be 

29Ibid., pp. 556-557. 

30ibid., p. 619. 
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absorbed by material interests, had been a social light in Sulaco, is 

at this point a person ,who does not have much to do with other human 

beings, Even her charities seem to be a source of arrogance to her rather 

than a source of being generous to the needs of other people. The .narrator 

describes Mrs. Gould's condition at this time that she is absorbed by the 

material interest: 

An immense desolation, the drear:] of her own continued life,descen
ded upon the first lady of Sulaco, ~lith a prophetic vision she 
sm" herself surviving along the degradation of her young ideal 
life l§.onvictio':i), of love of work--all one in the ·rreasure House 
of the world, 'fhe profound, blind, suffering expression of a 
painful dream settled on her face wit.h its closed eyes, In the 
indistinct voice of an unlucky sleeper, lying passive in the 
toils of merciless nightmare~ she stammered out, aimlessly ·.the 
words: "Haterial interest, "-'1 

The onl.l' thing that saves 11rs. Gould is that she has an immediate vision 

to repudiate the material interest, If she had not had this vision, she would 

have lost her conviction, But an interesting question concerning why Nrs. 

Gould is absorbed by material interests could be asked, The ansv1er is ;simple, 

There are many alluring things in the world which can captivate h1~an beings; 

once man is captivated, there is every possibility that he can repudiate his 

original conviction. I believe Conrad himself realized this, and that was 

why he suggl;lsted that man should use courage and loyalty in order to be able 
... 

to cope with any problem that may take a1vay his humanity. Bruce 11cCullough 

noted what. Conrad meant and he said: 

The world as seen by Conrad is a place of unending contention 
betVTeen the forces of dissolution and the idea of brotherhood, 
betNeen that which makes for disenchantment and that which in
stills courage and hope, In such a world, in which the po>Ters 
of disruption prove the need for order and stability only moral 

31 Conracj, Nostromo, p. 583. 
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values JEonvictj_oQl can be counted upon to the last. Duty, 
J.oyalty and courac;e (1hese are products of conviction~ are 
virtues necessary to man if he is not to suffer defeat from 
the sources in J.eague against him,32 

Hayj_ng become aHare of her temporary deviation from her conviction, 

Nrs. GouJ.d boldly and publicly renounces the material interests that cause 

her temporary deviation. 'I'he narrator describes 11rs. Gould's reaction at 

this time toHard the silYer: 

"Oh no! No!" exclaimed Mrs. Gould in a loH voice.· "Isn't it lost 
and done 1<ith? Isn't there enough treasure without it to make 
everybody in the world mi.serable? 11 33 

Because l~rs. Gould withdraws from the material interests that can de-

humanize her, we may say that she is the most genuinely sympath:etic and 

understanding character of all the characters. She is perhaps the only 

character in the book whose comments are not obviously ironic in the con-

text of the work as a whole. She j_s the only one for whom the scornful Dr. 

l1onygham has any affection, the only one to whom the dying Nostromo will 

willingly tell his secret. Karl noted l~rs. Gould's role 1-rhen he said: 

Mrs. Gould 's role as comforter affects even Nostromo. IVhen 
he wants to divulge his deception, it is she whom he wants; 
the ever-sympathetic woman, "cloaked and monastically hood":d 
over her evening costlll1le," as smnes a priestly role in the 
confessional, and like a priest rn;J.~nt.ains the secrecy of her 
oath. 'When the dying Nostromo says that the silver has killed 
him, she recognized that it has as well killed her, and her 
note of compassion takes the form of a similar confession: "I 
too, have hated the idea of that silver from the bottom of my 
heart." Then she adds about the lost silver: "No one misses 
it now. Let it be lost forever.n34 

32 
Bruse McCullough, Representative English Novelists: Defore to 

Conrad (New York: Harper & Brothers, 19~6), p. 3LO, 

33Ibj_d,, p. 621. 
. --
34 

Karl, A Readers's Guide to Joseph Conrad, pp. 163-164,· 
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In fact the importance of l1rs. Gould 1 s role is seen in the fact 

that she too is corrupted by the silver mine in the way of deviating 

from her convictions, but she achieves the vision which makes it possible 

to denounce the logic of material interests. On the night when Nostromo 

is to take the silver out of Sulaco, Decoud comes to tell Mrs. Gould 

about the news of a Ribierist defeat in the interior and the possibility 

of rioting in Sulaco itslef. He persuades her not. to tell her husband 

because, if he knew, he might decide to leave the silver where it is, and 

that does not tally with Decoud 's plan. She complies, but later "She 

remembers with an exaggerated horror that for the first time and last time 

of her life she has concealed the truth from her husband about that very 

silver. She had been corrupted by her fears at that time and she had 

never forgiven herself. 11J5 And of course, moments later when Nostromo 

pleads with her to listen to his secret, she refuses. 

In the introduction to this study we referred to a remark of Robert 

Penn Warren's that we should reconsider: 

The Ipan 1~ho has been saved may reach the moment of fulfilment. 
when he can spontaneously meet the demands of fidelity, but; his 
spontaneity must have been earned, and only by thg fact of its 
having; been earned, it is, at lea~t significant,3 

In the scene between l~rs. Gould and Decoud, referred to in the last paragraph, 

we see that Hrs. Gould responds with spontaneity. 'I'he spontaneity with which 

she responds has been earned through her 011n bitter experience, the emptiness 

caused by the wall of silver bricks, erected by the silent work of the evil 

J:c----
Conrad, Nos~omo, p. 621. 

36vlarren, .Introduction to the Hodern Library Edition of Nostromo. 
pp. xvii - xviii, 
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spirit between her and her husband. And again, her refusal to listen to 

Nostromo 's last secret, concerning the silver is motivated not by idealism, 

not skepticism, nor by si.mple faith, but by her knoNledge and understaqding. 

~le realize that it is the same knowledge and understanding finally that 

11rs. Gould uses to set her conviction of the desirability of improving· the 

ht~an lot against the dehumanizing power of the silver. If she had lisoened 

to Nostrorno Is last secret, the secret 1'10Uld have continued to haunt her 

and 1NUld finally have killed her as it did kill ~lostromo. 

Because Dr. Honygham learned from bitter experience, forms his con-

viction and stays by it.,. he is not dehumanized. He stays away from acti·.re 

political affairs. He becomes a true fi2ure who sees other.politicans and 

understands their pretensions. His convict]. on becomes a great source of 

happiness to him and thi.s happinP.ss, as opposed to his bitter I)oliti.cal 

experiencP. before he made his conviction, lasts him till the end of his 

life. Conrad described the doctor's conviction at the time that he had 

stayed aHay from political affairs for the remaining part of his life: 

••• and Dr. Nonygham had grmm older, with hi.s head st'>el
gray ·and the unchanged expression of his face, living on the 
inexhaustible t-reasure o.f his devoti.on @onvictioEJ dra>m · 
uoon in t.he secret of his heart ll.ke a stone of unlawful 
1;~al th; 37 ·' 

~Je can no;r see ho'" Charles Gould, Decoud and Nostromo are irreversibly 

dehumanized simply because they establish convictions, but they can:10t stand 

up t.o the ordeals of their convictions. Unlike Nostromo and Decoud l<ho· end 

their mn1, ll.ves, Gould 1 s story is never really concluded; Gould is simply 

"left to his mj.ne" from 1;hich there is no escape as both the text and "Author's 

Note" make clear. But Dr. Monygham feels vindicated because he is able to 

37 ---
Conrad, Nostromo, p. 563. 



keep to his conviction. At the same time, Hrs. Gould, too, is able to main-

tain her humanity as is Dr. Mony~ham, 

\1e are noH able to see that the fate of each man is determined in 

Conrad's ~~ostr~ not by the pot;er of external forces 1-1hich are essentially 

the same for the characters considered, but by individual conviction. To 

the individual who repudiates his conviction, nothing in the universe matters 

one way or the other. Perhaps the most succinct statement of the foregoing 

view is made by the narrator of The Nigger of' the Narcissus when he describes 

the breed of men to which Singleton belongs, "the everlasting children of 

the mysterious sea": 

11 The,y are gone now ... and it does not matter. The sea and the 
earth are unfaithful to their children: a truth, a faith, a 
generation of men goss--and is forgotten, and it does not matter! 
Except., perhaps, to the fe;r of those wgo believed the truth,con
fessed the .fait,h ... or loved the men.u3• 

Because Con~ad realized that the 1-1orld is too large for man and there 

are many mysteries that can rob man of his conviction, he did not condemn 

the action of any of the characters who failed to k'3ep to their conviction 
-

to the end. He only exposed the readers to the activities of the different 

characters in the ~ays and manners in which they aspired to establish their 

convictions' and showed how some of them could not keep to their conviction, 

In fact the appeal of Conrad as an artist was described as follot·rs in the 

Preface to The Nigger of the Narcissus : 

•••• He speaks to our capacity for delight and wonder, to the 
sense of mystery surrounding our lives; to our sense of pity, 
and be~mty of pain; to the latent feeling of fellowship 1-lith 
all creation--and to the subtle but invincible conviction of 

38Corirad, The Nigger of the Narcissus,. pp. 29-30 • 
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solidarity that knits together the loneliness of l.nnumerable 
hearts)9 

l'he foregoing quotation 1·rill surely make us see Hhat Conrad dl.d ,;ith the 

characters considered. As the quotation explal.ns, Conrad's purpose in 

Nostromo and in any other of his Harks, l.s to make the readers . 11 see 11 arid 

11 fee1 11 ; he succeeded. 

Furthermore, pe;rhaps what Tillyard says about Nostromo ml.ght make 

the activities of th~ characters considered ip the novel more meaningful 

. to us: 

Thus, though there is much in Nostromo that is frightening 
and on the face of it pessimistic;~he next effect of its 
politics and its moral is strangely exhilarating. It makes 
you >rant to share in life not less but more vigorously; and 
that is just •~hat most modern fiction fails to do. It thus 
corresponds to the wishes of a great body of people today; 
it echoes and confirms the hopes of those 1-rho wish to have 
reasons for living vigorously in a world that threatens to 
baffle them at every turn, Thus Nostro£!8 fulfils the choric 
task that bEj!.ongs properly to the epic, 

\·ihat T:i llyard ,;as saying is that Nvstromo is more· or less a picture of our 

modern life in "miniature," and therefore as we have many :oarallel situa-

tions in modern life, we can, ;:>erhaps, clearly understand why the different 

charact,ers do what they do in Nostromo. 

39Ibid. 

40Tillyard, The Epic Strain in the English Novel, p, 166, 
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C :!APT~::t IV 

CO:-JCLUSION 

In Conrad's Nostromo there are five major characters involved in a· 

common concern, who establish convictions, although they hold different 

values of life. They are Charles Gould, Mrs. Gould, Nostromo, Decoud 

and Dr. Monygham. Conrad approved of their c<;mvictions. But Conrad had 

_a fear. His fear was that. unless these characters were loyal, obedient, 

courageous and dutiful to their convictions, they would not be able to 

stand up to the ordeal which the retention of their convictions· would 

demand. 

What the writer in this study has done is to examine how those five 

characters establish their convictions, what their convictions are, what 

are the results of their keeping to the framework of the conviction and 

also what is the result of those characters -,Tho eventually repudiatP. their 

settled convictions. 

The five characters considered make the readers aware of the reason 

1-rhy Gonrad had the fear that unless these characters were loyal, obedient, 

courageous and dutiful to their convictions, they would not be able to 

stand up to the ordeal whj_ch the retention of their convictions would de-

deman. In Chapter Two of this study 1-1e see how Gould establishes his own 

conviction of the necessity to make people comfortable and happy. He thinks 

that the only way that he can achieve his aim i.s to find a measure of economic 

security .for the peoplP.. This type o.f economic security is finally found 

in the Gould concession in the silver mine o.f San Tom~. In Chapter Two 

of this study Gould's interest is seen to be the progress of the mine 

not as a source of economic profit to him but as a source of what serves 

as the basis for the comfort and happiness of the people of Sulaco. Because 
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the Gould concession is successful and because people realize that Gould's 

purpose and action justify his conviction, he is regarded as the King of 

Sulaco, Life is meaningful to him and he does not have any cause to regret 

his conviction, 

Nrs. Gould is almost in the same pursuit with her husband. In Chapter 

'rt<o of this study again, we see hoH she works hand-in-hand •<ith her husband 

to see that necessary changes are brought to Sulaco, Her action is that of 

bringing a social light into Sulaco, Her charities Hhich, among many other 

things, include hospitals and schools, are signs of her generosity to the 

people of Sulaco, She is even described as "kindness personified." Because 

Mrs. Gould establishes a conviction and because she stays by the conviction, 

she maintains her dignity and respect, She has good feelings for others and 

everything she does makes life meaningful to her, 

Nostromo, th~ titular hero, makes his own conviction too, His conviction 

is the desirability of gaining and keeping a good name, Everything that he 

does, as described in Chapter T;ro of this study, is directed toward that 

purpose of gaining and keeping a good name. Nostromo was advised against 

••hat ·some writers, like Folleti;, describe as vanity, but he does· not listen 

to any advice that is contrary to his conviction. i~ostromo's position at 

the time that he sticks to his conviction is that he is ready to sacrifice 

anything for tne glory and exaltation of the conviction, Every discussion 

in Chapter Two of this study shows that Nostromo does not have any cause 

to regret his conviction, 

In the same chapter we see both Decoud and Dr, Honygham who also es

tablish their own convictions. Decoud 's conviction is that of lovj.ng and 

trusting the patriotic Antonia, He does not love and trust anybody else 

except Antonia. Everything that Decoud doe~ including his political activ

itie~ is directed and controlled by his love for Antonia, Evidences show 

.. 
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that he is happy and satisfied when he works within the frame1-rork of M.s 

conviction. It is his happiness that stirs him on several occasions to 

declare that there is not.hing that he cannot do.for the sake of Antonia. 

We in fact see that for the time that he is true to his conviction, Decoud 

does everythin~ for the sake of Antonia with composure. 

Dr. Monygham's conviction is brought about as a direct result of his 

bitter experience in politics. Because he had been punished for the pol-

itical offence which he thought he had not committed, he decides not to 

have any active part in politics again. He is faithful, sincere and 

courageous to the ordeal of his conviction. Evidences show that he sees 

meaning in life when he has a conviction~ more than when he did not have a 

conviction. 

As explained in the activities of these five characters, they all 

aspire to do anything for the sake of their convictions. In fact there 

are some unexpected problems that come their ways 1-lhile sticking to their 

convictions, but because they try to make use of their courage, loyalty, 

dutifulness, and obedience, the.)' are able to surmount the unexpected 

problems. It is because of their courage, loyalty, obedi.ence and duti-

fulness that the reader is led to praise these characters. 

\'>}hat the writer has done in Chapter Three of this study is to trace 

how three of the five characters considered in Chapter Thro repudiate their 

conviction and what the consequences of their repudiation are. Also, the 

writer considers the two characters who are able to stick to their convic-

tions to the end and the conS'equences of their ability to stick to their 

c onvic ti. ons. 

Charles Gould, whom we see in Chapter Two of this study struggling for 

the happi.ness and comfort of the people, suddenly changes his interest in 

the happiness of the people to the interest in the mine. 'l'he mine has 

........ .~P: 
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absorbed him. He cannot think of his conviction again. His interest i.n the 

happiness of the people i.s replaced by that of the interest in the mine. T:.e 

human law that he has used to aid struggle toward human betterment is replaced 

by economi.c law. ile has lost feelings for the people, including his own wife. 

The people are disappointed in him because of his being absorbed by material 

interest. Life apparently has no meaning for him. His wife does not under

stand his doings again. Unfortunately Gould cannot go back to repair the 

>rrong in his conviction. 'rhere is no hope for a better future. He is 

attached to the dehumanizing effects of the mine from which he cannot es-

cape. 

·rherefore, because Gould has deviated from his conviction, because the 

deviation has consequently led to his loss of human feelings for himself, 

his wife, and his previous admirers, and because he cannot repair the wrong 

in his conviction, and because there is no hope of his detaching himself 

from the dehumanizing mine, Gould is irreversibly dehumanhed. 

Nostromo also repudiates hi.s conviction; this repudiation consequently 

leads to his irreversible dehumanization, Nostrom01~hom we see in Chapter 

'!Wo of this study as one who values a good name repudiates the good name 

for illegal' material riches. He thinks that the rich people have been exploiting 

him; he cannot see that the exploitation of the rich people of the poor people 

is something that is inevitable in the political 1~orld. Thus Nos tromo fails 

to nse his courage and loyalty to uphold the light of his conviction. Thus 

he repudiates hi.s conviction of gaining and keepi.ng a good name. His former 

admirers hate him for thi.s repudiation. He also becomes a night worker, 

going to the mine in the night. The life seems to trouble him. Life has 

no meaning for him again. He knows the meaninglessness of life at the 

time that he repudiates his conviction but he cannot atone for it.. The 

only possible way that opens to him is to continue to be rich illegally and 
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wi. th a troubled conscience. 'l'here is no hope of regaining the lost rep-

utation and admiration. His being mistakenly killed is just a relief for 

him. 

Therefore, because Nostromo runs away from his conviction, because the 

repudiation of the conviction leads to his loss of conscience, because there 

is no way for atonement and because he is killed, Nostromo is irreversibly 

dehumanized. 

Decoud who promises everything to keep his conviction of loving Antonia 

in Chapter ·rwo of this study is seen in Chapter Three of the study as a 

person who repudiates his conviction. The people are taken aback at his 

repudiation of the conviction. Hecoud thinks that. his' former conviction 

has been a mistake and that the future does not have a better hope for 

him. He thinks that Antonia cannot love him again and that he too cannot 

love and trust a~ybody again. To continue to live seems to him nothing 

but an empty and bitter gesture. ·Thus the only solution to him is to com-

mit suicide. Finally, after a long deliberation he throws himself into 

the 1'/ater. 

'Therefore, because Decoud regards his past life under hj.s conviction as 

a failure, 'because he does not foresee any brighter future, and because he 

kills himself, he is irreversibly dehumanized. 

Mrs. Gould and Dr. Nonygham are the only two characters out of the 

five characters· considered in this study who are able to stick to their 

convictions to the end. Of course, Nrs. Gould was about to be captivated 

by material interests but she immediately has the vision to repudiate the 

dehumanizing effects of the material interests. Therefore, because she 

withdraws from the attraction of the material interests, and because she 

clings to her conviction, the people praise her and see her as a contrast 

to her husband who has been totally captivated by the material interests, 

.. 
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i'irs. Gould continues with her love and interest of the people; her con-

tinned charities testify to her continued human feelings. Consequently 

life has more meaning to her than it has ever had before. She maintains 

her humanity. 

Dr. Mony~ham regains his self-respect among the people. He becomes 

a kind of truth figure, for he sees and understands the pretensions of the 

other characters. Because he is able to understand the pretensions of the 

people and because he regains the lost respect, Jj fe has more meaning to 

him. At the same time he has the hope of understanding the doings of 

other people at large. 'I'hus his humanity is maintained because of his 

ability to live within the framework of his conviction. 

While Conrad did not make it a mandate, he repeatedly suggested that 

once a person establishes a conviction, it is good for him to live up to 

the fullness of tpe conviction; if one fails to live up to the conviction, 

the consequence might be that of irreversible dehumanization--the total 

sum of lOss of conscience or a complete annihilation. It is this type 

of dehumanization that Nostromo and Decoud experience, while Charles Gould, 

though not annihilated physically, is consciously annihilated. On the other 

hand, Mrs. tlouJ.d and Noqtromo, who are able to use their courage, loyalty, 

obedience and dutifulness to surmount the ordeal of their conviction, finally 

maintain their humanity, For Hfe' to be more meaningful, for one to. main-

tain his humanity, Conrad believed that once a person made up his mind on 

a 1<ay of. doing something, he should try as much as possible to live by that 

idea. 

. . 
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